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A. Introduction

The lower Owyhee subbasin is located in an area that is both remote and
beautiful.  The Owyhee River cuts through deeply incised canyons with walls towering
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overhead.  The area is home to a wide
array of wildlife and birds.  The visible
cultural history includes Native American
petroglyphs (Figure 8.1) and abandoned
pioneering structures.  

Despite the difficulty of access,
recreational use is increasing.  People
come to admire the spectacular canyon
lands and ash flows.  They hope to
catch sight of bighorn sheep or bald
eagles.  Floating the Owyhee River,
boating on the Owyhee Reservoir,
camping, backpacking, walking, hiking,
fishing, horseback riding, soaking in hot springs and picnicking are among the
recreational opportunities.  The relative solitude attracts a few people to the more
inaccessible areas with outstanding geological formations.

B. Owyhee Reservoir

Probably the most popular recreational area in the lower Owyhee subbasin is
Owyhee Reservoir.  Owyhee Reservoir is a 52-mile long, narrow reservoir.  It has about
150 miles of shoreline.25  The water sports at the reservoir include boating, fishing,
water skiing and swimming.12  

1. Lake Owyhee State Park30,35

Oregon Parks and Recreation Division (OPRD) leases about 730 acres of land to
the east of Owyhee Reservoir close to the dam from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
(BOR) for Lake Owyhee State Park (Figure 8.2).  In 2003 Lake Owyhee State Park was
subleased to a private concessionaire for ten years.  Since Lake Owyhee is a small
park, OPRD felt that a concessionaire would be able to provide some of the same
services that OPRD does at a larger park.27

The park has two campgrounds, two day use areas, three boat ramps, a general
store, and a grill.  Fishing licenses can be obtained at the general store.  The general
store also carries fishing supplies, ice, bait, soda, ice cream, snack foods, beer and
wine, and firewood. There are two pontoon boats available for rent, marine fuel, and a
liquid propane refill station.16 The grill serves breakfast and a lunch/supper menu.18

Although there are only about 65 campsites at the campgrounds, the reservoir
receives much greater day use.  The primary attraction is warmwater fishing.  There are
largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, crappie, perch, and catfish.2  Fish tend to be
contaminated with mercury (see the water quality component of this assessment).  A
floating restroom is provided seven miles upstream from the park for the convenience of
boaters.
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In addition to fishing, Owyhee Reservoir is a scenic destination amid colorful
volcanic rock formations.  A boat trip up the lake from Lake Owyhee State Park provides
access to more remote spectacular canyons and some formations that are visible only
by boat.
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The deep Owyhee River canyon walls are rocks from recent geological
formations.  The hill banks are at their “angle of repose”, near their limit of stability.  The
paved road into Owyhee State Park is narrow and winding and cut into the hill.  The hill
slope above the road is of relatively recent geologic origin and quite unstable. Some
rocks roll down onto the road daily.  However, a storm may dislodge many more rocks.
For instance, following a rain storm on June 10, 2007, there were rocks and small
boulders strewn clear across the road in numerous spots.  An Oregon State Park
employee checks the road within the park daily to remove rocks which have fallen onto
the road.36

2. Owyhee Dam

Owyhee Dam (Figures 8.2 and 8.3) is an attraction in itself.  At the time it was
constructed, in 1933, it was the world’s highest dam.  Because the spillway is only one
of five “glory holes” in the U.S.,19 when it does over flow, people flock to see it operating
(Figure 8.4).  It becomes a tourist attraction.  The top of the glory hole is approximately
60 feet across and the tube narrows like a funnel as it delivers water into the river below
the dam.25

In 2006 there were people phoning the irrigation district from as far away as
Texas to find out whether water from Owyhee Reservoir had started spilling through the
glory hole (Figure 8.4).  Jay Chamberlain, the Owyhee Irrigation District manager,
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estimated that on the weekends when the glory hole was spilling there were as many as
2,500 people per day who drove up to the dam to see it.

3. Below Owyhee Dam

The glory hole does not operate most years. The regular outlet for water from the
Owyhee Reservoir is near the base of the dam.  From May through October, the water
in the lower strata of the reservoir is at a much colder temperature than the water
entering the reservoir.  The cold water outflow has created an artificial cold water fishery
below Owyhee Dam on the Owyhee River (see the fish component of this assessment).
This fishery is very popular with fly fishermen.25  There is angling for both rainbow trout
and brown trout.17  

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has designated day use areas along the
lower Owyhee River.  The Lower Owyhee Canyon Watchable Wildlife Area (Figure 8.2)
is considered to be a "gateway" site with interpretive information for the "noted birding
along [a] 12 mile river corridor."8  There are toilets but no drinking water.  On June 10,
2007 there were no brochures available with local information.  The only permanent
sign contains a little, very basic information on the attraction of water to wildlife in an
arid environment. 

 Snively Hot Springs (Figure 8.2) on the Owyhee River below Owyhee Dam also
has toilets.  The source of hot water springs out of the ground near the road.  It flows
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about 300 feet down to the river where a circular pool about 20 feet in diameter has
been manually constructed.  It is dammed by rocks and occasionally a tarp-style
structure.  The water in the pool mixes with the cold water in the Owyhee River which
has come from Owyhee Dam.  The water in the pool is shallow, usually two to three feet
deep, and layered from hot on the top to cool on the bottom.  Usually the water
temperature in the pool will be 101° to 103°.  The bottom of the pool is silt/gravel.  There
is poison ivy growing along the bank of the river and around the parking lot.39,38,40  The
spring gets a lot of use as it is right along the highway.  It is known to locals as a dirty
place due to litter and heavy use.  People report lots of trash and occasional used
needles at the site.

C. Wild and scenic river 

The Owyhee River from the southern boundary of the lower Owyhee subbasin to
the Owyhee Reservoir is designated as a wild and scenic river (Figure 8.5).  The river
was included in the National Wild and Scenic River system in 1984 because of its
outstanding scenic, recreational, geologic, wildlife and cultural values.  There are no
motorized boats allowed on the river in this section.

1. Commercial rafting groups

In the spring during snow melt, the Owyhee River can be floated in kayaks, rafts,
or canoes.  The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issues special recreation permits
to commercial operations.  Rafting and fly fishing are the most publicized recreational
activities in the lower Owyhee subbasin.  

The length of the float season depends on the water flow and may run from
March 15th through June 15th.  In a low water year, there may be almost no time with
enough water running in Owyhee River to safely float down the river.  In a high water
year the BLM may extend the controlled use period past June 15th.  In 2006 there were
25 commercial operations with permits to float the Owyhee River.7  To spread out the
use of the river, each outfitter is assigned one day of the week on which they can launch
float trips.  Each float group below Rome is limited to 20 people, including the guides.  

Float groups are required to abide by a number of rules.  Some of these are
carrying portable leakproof toilet systems, using fire pans for fires, removing unburned
wastes from the canyon, and straining kitchen and personal hygiene water.  All garbage
must be carried out, including the particles strained from water, dental floss and
cigarette butts. 9,6 

A typical float trip includes about four or five hours on the river each day.  There
is a stop for a picnic lunch, and possible stops to swim, explore historic sites, scout
rapids, or hike up scenic side canyons.34  

2. Individual rafting use

Advance permits are not required for private parties, but all individuals or groups
floating the river must register with a self-issue permit at the put-in location prior to
launch.  All the same regulations apply to private parties as apply to commercial
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operations.  At the Rome launch site the regulations are also posted near the
restrooms.  Every person is required to have an approved, serviceable floatation device.
Personal pets are allowed under control, but all solid pet waste must be cleaned up and
removed from the river canyon.  Any one group is limited to 20 people below Rome.  In
addition, a maximum of 20 people is allowed to share any camp, hot spring, or other
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stop, regardless of the number in each group.  “The Owyhee desert environment is
quite fragile and could easily be damaged by overcrowding with even the most careful
campers."9,6  Camping areas have not been established along the river, but rafters tend
to use the same locations repeatedly because there are very few flat, wide, sandy areas
along the narrow canyon corridor.

D. Established camping, picnicking areas

There are a few other established camping and picnicking areas in the lower
Owyhee subbasin.  All of the camping sites are remote. Not only do they not have
drinking water available, there are no telephones and definitely no concessions such as
snacks and soft drinks.  BLM allows camping on any public land for no more than two
weeks at a time in any location.  Unestablished camping spots have no amenities.

1. Leslie Gulch

After Lake Owyhee State Park and
the lower Owyhee River, probably the most
heavily used recreational site in the lower
Owyhee subbasin is Leslie Gulch (Figures
8.2 and 8.6).  An improved gravel road into
Leslie Gulch from US highway 95 makes it
very accessible.  It is open from March 7th
through November 15th.  Increasing traffic
on this road is a major concern to local
residents.

The Slocum Creek campground, the
only place camping is permitted in Leslie
Gulch, has 12 camp sites.  There are toilets
several places in the gulch, but no potable
water.8

Leslie Gulch is the most readily
accessible location to view some of the
more spectacular geologic formations.  Big
horn sheep have also been reintroduced
into Leslie Gulch and can sometimes be
seen from the gravel road.  Leslie Gulch has
been designated an area of critical
environmental concern by the BLM.

Leslie Gulch ends at the Owyhee Reservoir so boats with motors are permitted in
the water.  There is a boat ramp at Leslie Gulch.  

2. Birch Creek Ranch

The BLM maintains two other established campgrounds in the lower Owyhee
subbasin, one at Birch Creek Historic Ranch and the other at Twin Springs (Figure 8.2).
Birch Creek Ranch has four developed campsites along the Owyhee River (Figure 8.7).
A four-wheel drive vehicle with high clearance is recommended for the drive into the
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ranch.  Birch Creek Ranch is open all year, but access is dependent upon road
conditions.

"Of the twenty-six buildings and structures at the ranch, nineteen contributed to
the property's inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places, where it is in
prestigious company. Contributing elements include stone walls built by the Basques
(one of which runs straight up the east slope of the mesa behind the caretaker's house;
look for it); Mr. Morrison's 70 year-old, 30 feet diameter irrigating water wheel, still in
place, but not working (Figure 4.7); several stone root cellars; the systems of irrigation
ditches; the barn; and others."4

The Birch Creek Ranch
was placed on the National
Register in 1997 as "an historic
rural landscape with Basque
ethnic associations."

Washington State
University conducts an
archaeological field school at the
Birch Creek Ranch. Seven of the
last eight years undergraduate
field schools or smaller more
concentrated teams of graduate
students and researchers have
conducted investigations at an

archaeological site at the ranch.  The site dates from approximately 800 years ago to
3000 years ago.10,11  Some of the early results of the studies are available on the
internet.  Several graduate students are publishing master's theses with their findings.42

The students and researchers occupy some of the houses at the ranch during
the field school.  

3. Twin Springs

The Twin Springs campground (Figure 8.2) is open from May 1st to October
30th.  BLM recommends only using high clearance vehicles on the road into the
campground.  There is water and restrooms, but no garbage collection.

4. Cow Hollow Park

Cow Hollow Park (Figure 8.2) was originally a Civilian Conservation Corps camp
site.  During World War II it was used as a Japanese work camp.  For years it was
owned by the BOR and maintained by the nonprofit Cow Hollow Park and Recreation
Association.  The Association raised money for maintenance by the sale of hunting
rights on area farms and other community fundraisers.

Following a transfer of most of the BOR land below the dam to BLM, the Cow
Hollow Park and Recreation Association no longer operated the park and maintenance
was limited.  In 2007 BLM transferred ownership of the park back to BOR.  Currently
there are discussions being held between the BOR, Malheur County, and the
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Association to determine how the park might be transferred to the Association for at
least management, if not ownership.  

The park is primarily used for local little league baseball and other community
events, such as a local easter egg hunt.  It has continued to be used for class reunions,
weddings, other family events and church activities. The cleanup after the BLM
assumed ownership was done by the people using the park.

The situation of Cow Hollow Park was still in flux at the time this assessment was
finished.43

E. Recreational use

1. Who uses the developed areas

The heaviest use areas for recreation in the lower Owyhee subbasin are Owyhee
Reservoir, Owyhee River downstream from the dam, and Leslie Gulch.  

On Saturday May 12, 2007 a morning survey of the vehicles parked in Leslie
Gulch showed 42 boat trailers with Idaho license plates, two with Oregon plates, and
one with a Montana plate.  There were six vehicles from Idaho with no boat trailer and
four from Oregon.  

The next day, Sunday May 13, 2007 (Mother’s Day), an afternoon survey of the
vehicles along the Owyhee River below the dam and at Owyhee Reservoir counted 148
Idaho plates, 47 Oregon plates, and two from other states.  Fly fishing was slow.  Not
included in the above count were the vehicles in campgrounds, 15 with Idaho plates,
seven with Oregon plates, and three from other states.  At Snively hot springs there
were three vehicles with Oregon plates and one with an Idaho plate.

So, on these dates,  89% of the vehicles at Leslie Gulch were from out of state,
75% of the vehicles using the lower Owyhee River and Owyhee Reservoir were from
out of state, and 72% of the vehicles using the Lake Owyhee State Park campgrounds
were from out of state.

2. Use and income

Recreation use in the lower Owyhee subbasin generates little income for local
agencies and considerable liabilities in costs to provide services and clean up after
recreational users.  The Malheur County Road Department and the Nyssa Road District
are responsible for road maintenance.  Emergency medical services may be provided
by the Adrian Quick Response Unit or the Adrian Rural Fire Department.  Provision of
these services is a financial drain.

3. Law enforcement

Although most of the land in both the lower Owyhee subbasin and in Malheur
County is public land managed by the BLM, most law enforcement and all search and
rescue missions are the responsibility of the Malheur County Sheriff.  Recreational use
of the area is responsible for 95 percent of all search and missions.  Approximately 75
to 80 percent of the search and rescue missions involve individuals from out of state.41
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There is only $2500 in the Malheur County general fund for search and rescue
operations of the sheriff's department.  There are 80 volunteers with search and rescue.
They provide their own equipment.  Any money required above the $2500 is raised with
fund raisers, "mostly burger flipping."41

The sheriff's department also provides the equivalent of 1½ deputies to patrol
boating activities on Owyhee Reservoir.  Fifty percent of the cost for this enforcement is
paid by the state marine board and 50 percent comes from a local match from the BOR.
The sheriff estimates that approximately 75 percent of boating is by people from out of
state.41

4. Litter

A number or recreational users find the litter deposited along recreational
corridors, around recreational sites, and around Owyhee Reservoir offensive.  Litter
cleanup and removal constitutes a continual cost.

F. Other recreational uses

The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department conducted a study in 2002 to see
what the participation was in 76 outdoor recreation activities.  Malheur and Harney
Counties were lumped together in gathering the data, so the information is not specific
to the lower Owyhee subbasin.33   

An analysis of the data in the OPRD report shows that there were significant
differences between the activities in which residents of this region engaged as
compared with the average for the state.  Activities where local residents were more
than one and a half times as likely to be involved included water skiing, fishing from a
bank or shore (fly fishing was not a separate option), big game hunting with either a rifle
or a bow, upland or small bird hunting, waterfowl hunting, rifle or pistol target shooting,
skeet/trap/sporting clay shooting, tracking animal signs, horseback riding, driving four
wheel vehicles, and bicycle camping.  

Not surprisingly many of these activities are ones which are provided by the wide
open spaces and reservoirs of the area.  This is further demonstrated by the activities
which residents are one and a quarter times more likely to be involved in:  fishing from a
boat, fishing from a dock or pier, power boating for pleasure (excluding fishing and
water-skiing), boat camping, archery target shooting, riding all-terrain vehicles,
picnicking, and backpacking.

1. Hunting

Many people travel to the lower Owyhee subbasin and surrounding areas to
enjoy some of the best hunting in the Northwest.  Wild game includes chukar, Chinese
ring-neck pheasant, quail, grouse, ducks, geese, mule deer, American pronghorn
antelope, Rocky Mountain elk and bighorn sheep. 25 There are fairly limited seasons for
all game and specialized tags are required for some of the animals (see the hunting
section of the wildlife component of this assessment).

One hunter evaluated the different ways of getting to areas for hunting chukar in
the lower Owyhee subbasin.  "In my opinion, the perfect chukar hunting vehicle is a
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4WD Toyota T100, V6, 5-speed, extra cab with camper shell, winch and tow rope.  It will
go almost anywhere. . .  An ATV, as its name implies, will go just about anywhere.  But
just because it can, doesn't mean you should. . .  Exercising common sense, using your
ATV appropriately, and staying on established roads and trails should keep you out of
the [ATV hunter] . . . category."14  (Figure 8.8).

He also pointed out one of the problems introduced by hunters.  "When the roads
in chukar country are muddy, big trucks leave huge ruts behind. The ranchers who use
the roads year around are forced to contend with the ruts long after the fool who made
them is gone.”14

Although most hunting is limited to public lands, private landowners may give
permission to hunters to hunt on their land.  If the Cow Hollow Association takes over
management of Cow Hollow Park, the association may again sell hunting rights on
private land in the Cow Hollow area.

2. OHVs and ATVs 

In Oregon there are two types of
off highway vehicles (OHV).  A car,
jeep, or other four wheel drive vehicle
which is designed to use the highways
and an all-terrain vehicle (ATV) which is
not designed to go on the highways.
The State of Oregon refers to both
types as ATVs.

In the lower Owyhee subbasin,
BLM has restricted ATV use in some
areas where they are limited to either
designated or existing routes (Figure
8.9).  In areas limited to designated
routes, only designated routes are open
to motorized use.  Existing routes are
routes which have been around for a
while, not recently created by OHVs.
Data on existing routes is compiled
from county data, state data, and data from other agencies as well as satellite or photo
imagery.5

On public land, any vehicle designed to use the highways must be titled as
whatever type of vehicle they are (pickup, sport utility vehicle, etc.).  However if these
are solely operated off-road and are not street legal, there is a special ATV permit.
These vehicles, either registered or permitted, must be operated only be an individual
with a valid driver’s license.  

To operate an ATV on public land the ATV is required to have a permit.  To be
permitted the ATV must meet specific equipment standards.  In addition to the ATV
permit, the operator must have either a valid driver’s license or a special ATV operator
permit.  There are slightly different requirements for operators under 18 years old. 
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The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) administers the ATV
program.  They recommend that riders also check with enforcement officials in the area
where they intend to ride for any special requirements.  Operators must also abide by
state laws specific to ATVs including not using the ATV to hunt, run down, harass,
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chase or annoy any game or domestic animal or bird; not exposing the underlying soil
or vegetation, or injuring, damaging or destroying trees or crops; and not operating an
ATV in possession of a loaded firearm or bow and arrow, unless all arrows are in a
quiver.31,28,29,26

3. Hiking and backpacking

“Tucked away on the east side of Owyhee Reservoir is a land of striking beauty.
In the dry canyons of this desert country are a collection of oddly shaped rock
pinnacles, towers, and cliffs painted in a colorful array of browns, reds, and oranges. In
spring, especially after a wet winter, the sagebrush and grasses turn green, and
wildflowers like balsam root and paintbrush add yellows, reds and other colors to the
scene. Hikers familiar with the canyonlands of southern Utah will feel right at home.” 22,21

a. Hiking

 From Leslie Gulch, there are several paths for hiking up different directions.1  
Many of the lower Owyhee subbasin’s most spectacular scenic attractions are only
accessible by foot or horseback.  Road access to many of the spots to start hiking is not
maintained.  There are very few designated hiking trails.  The landscape is so complex
that even for extremely experienced hikers it can be difficult to determine where one is
on a topographic quadrangle.  Many of the more spectacular hikes are in the dry
gulches below the rock formations.

It can be exceedingly dangerous for a lone hiker.  Standard safety precautions
include hiking with a companion, letting someone know where you are going and when
you expect to be out, and carrying excess drinking water.  There is no drinking water
and virtually no shade.  Cougars are human predators.

With these caveats, the lower Owyhee subbasin offers some fantastic day hikes
for a prepared hiker.  The Malheur Experiment Station web site suggests the
Honeycombs, Carlton Canyon, and Painted Canyon.37  Andy Kerr adds the Chalk basin,
Lambert Rocks, Saddle Butte lava tubes, and Slocum Creek - Schoolhouse Gulch.15  
Douglas Lorain includes Lambert Rocks and the Chalk Basin in one hike.23,20 

b. Backpacking

Backpacking is generally done in areas which can not be reached in a day hike.
However, with proper preparation for a more extended stay in a landscape with no
water, any hike can be taken more slowly and turned into a backpacking trip.  In
Backpacking Oregon, Douglas Lorain suggests two backpacking routes in the lower
Owyhee subbasin, one a loop through the Honeycombs and Carlton Canyon and the
other in the lower Owyhee Canyon.21  

4. Rockclimbing

Although the parent material (rock) in much of the lower Owyhee subbasin is
volcanic tuff, sedimentary, or layers of unconsolidated basalt, there are two places
where there is some known rock climbing:  Leslie Gulch and Three Fingers Rock.
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a. Leslie Gulch rock climbing

“Leslie Gulch is a strikingly aesthetic vastness of volcanic tuff towers in the
Mahogany Mountains of southeastern Oregon.  The rock is similar to, but not as solid
as, the volcanic tuff at Smith Rock  There are more than 80 established routes at Leslie
Gulch.  The majority of these routes are sport climbs but there are also some crack
climbs.  "The Windy Tower 5.11a" is an outstanding crack climb that can be seen on the
right side of the road as you approach the Einstein parking area.  The sport routes are
clustered on the Einstein wall and the Asylum wall and others are scattered throughout
Dago Gulch.  The infamous manufactured routes on the Einstein and Asylum were
responsible for a moratorium on route development and BLM plans for bolt removal.
The bolts have remained and climbing has been allowed to continue.  Despite the
questionable nature of the routes' origins, many of these climbs are exceptionally good.
But, if climbing on drilled pockets is not for you, skip the Einstein and Asylum and head
straight to the naturally featured sport routes in Dago Gulch. . . .  The approach to the
Einstein and Asylum begins at a small pullout, by a cattle guard, near the Leslie Gulch
ranger hut.  The Asylum is the giant flower pedal shaped tower looming above the road
and it is approached via the trail up Leslie Gulch. Hike about a quarter mile up Leslie
Gulch and look for a trail that veers off right and up to the Asylum.  The Einstein is a
little further up the Leslie Gulch trail and you can't miss it.  Dago Gulch is slightly further
down the road from the pullout, by the ranger hut.  There are primitive campsites at
Dago Gulch.  The climbing season at Leslie Gulch is the same as Boise's.”3  

The above description mistakenly identifies the small cabin on private land as a
ranger hut. 

b. Three Fingers Rock

From the Succor Creek - Leslie Gulch road, take the turnoff between Round
Mountain and McIntyre Ridge and go north to the vicinity of Big Hill Spring.  Three
Fingers Rock lies about a mile west of Big Hill Spring.  To climb the east and middle
finger you go around the east side to the north side of Three Fingers Rock and ascend
the divide between the east and middle finger.  It is safer to climb the middle finger with
ropes and technical gear.  A rock climbing enthusiast says it involves some “dicey
rock-climbing moves.”24  

5. Horseback riding

There are no commercial stables with established routes for horseback riding in
the lower Owyhee subbasin.  Many local residents with horses use parts of the
subbasin for horseback riding.

6. Mountain biking

Although bike camping is listed as engaged in more frequently by residents of
Harney and Malheur Counties, in writing this assessment we have found only a couple
of mentions of biking in the lower Owyhee subbasin, although bikes are used some in
the campgrounds of Owyhee State Park.  A couple of intrepid bikers with trailers for
their camping gear followed a loop which included Leslie Gulch.  They had not
anticipated the lack of water in dry stream beds.13
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G. Concerns, unknowns, and data gaps

Although there are regulations for groups floating the Owyhee River that require
them to pack out all evidence of their presence, this is frequently not done.  Float
groups do not necessarily follow all of the rules.  Local residents comment that trash
and toilet paper is not an uncommon site along the river canyon.

Likewise, although OPRD prohibits ATVs from exposing the underlying soil or
vegetation, it is obvious that this regulation is frequently ignored and rarely, if ever,
enforced.

The real costs of recreational use of the lower Owyhee subbasin to local
governmental bodies is unknown.  Recreational use by individuals from outside the
lower Owyhee subbasin causes county organizations such as the Malheur County
sheriff’s office, the Nyssa Road District, or the Adrian Quick Response Unit  to incur
increased costs.

How will the increasing population of the Boise metropolitan area affect the level
of use of the lower Owyhee subbasin?  Who will be responsible for higher costs?

Is there adequate monitoring of the wild and scenic river corridor to ensure that
improper use of some areas will not result in those areas becoming off limits to rafters?

Are there adequate resources and administrative concern to ensure that weeds
that are introduced and expanding in the area do not end up compromising the values
of the area?

Are private float parties bringing all their refuse out of the canyon?

The continued encroachment of tamarisk (see the weed section of rangeland and
riparian components) along the lower Owyhee River many interfere with the vegetation

needed for the insect
life which provides food
for the fish in the
artificial cold water
fishery below the dam.
The disturbance in the
food chain could
possible affect the
availability of fish for fly
fishing.

The old
abandoned, rusted,
antique farm
implements in the
equipment yard near
the water wheel
contribute to the aura
and historic value of the
Birch Creek Ranch
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(Figure 8.10).  The disposal of modern rubbish such a water heater, barbecue, and
septic drain pipe amongst the antique equipment devalues them.  The area would
benefit from the removal of the newly discarded material.

 How would the potential wild and scenic river designation of the lower Owyhee
River for recreational purposes affect the ability to maintain access through the river
corridor to the recreational activities at Owyhee Reservoir (Figure 8.5)?  How would it
affect the ability to quickly gain access for maintenance or repairs on Owyhee Dam by
enlarging the roadway to support heavy construction equipment and supplies?  How
would it affect grazing?  Would it complicate the control of tamarisk that is poised to
compromise native riparian vegetation?

Trash and garbage frequently accumulate at Snively Hot Springs and other
locations along the lower Owyhee River below the dam.

Will the designated camping facilities at Leslie Gulch be adequate to
accommodate increased recreational use?

Recreational use of OHVs is not limited to existing routes (Figure 8.8).  How can
operators of OHVs be made aware of which routes are acceptable?  We were unable in
writing this assessment to find on line or from BLM where the designated and existing
routes were.  Is there any enforcement of the BLM restrictions on ATV use?

Do recreational uses of the lower Owyhee subbasin contribute to the spread of
noxious weeds?  The road from Rome to the Chalk Basin has halogeton growing along
both sides in the disturbed soil.  Halogeton is poisonous to cattle.

Appendix H of the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department’s 2003-2007
Oregon statewide comprehensive outdoor recreation plan has a comprehensive list of
concerns about the development of recreation in the region encompassing Malheur and
Harney Counties.32

H. Descriptions of and access to some

attractions in the lower Owyhee subbasin

1. General precautions

Be careful to protect the formations, carry out
your trash, and follow personal safety precautions.
There is no drinking water and virtually no shade.
Much of the land is administered by the Vale District
Bureau of Land Management and many of the areas
are off limits to motorized vehicle traffic.

2. Leslie Gulch

Leslie Gulch is a strikingly aesthetic vastness of
volcanic tuff towers in southeastern Oregon.  Leslie
Gulch is known for its wind erosion in the tuff rock
formations, wildflowers, camping, and access to Lake
Owyhee (Figures 8.11 and 8.12). This is a picturesque
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place where wind, water, and time have created
spectacular panoramas of unusually sculpted
conical towers, honeycombed pinnacles, and
intricate multiple layered spires.

The drive to Leslie Gulch can be made in a
standard two wheel drive vehicle. However, it is
fairly long and over rough road. The scenic rolling
hills and the rock formations are breath taking and
make the drive worth while.

Leslie Gulch is accessible either through
Succor Creek from Oregon Highway 201 south of
Adrian or from US Highway 95 north of Jordan
Valley near the Oregon-Idaho border.

3. The Honeycombs

The Honeycombs are scenic geological structures in the lower Owyhee
subbasin.  The Honeycombs lie on the east side of the Owyhee Reservoir.  They were
formed by volcanic activity followed by wind and water erosion.  The red and yellow
cliffs have been pocked with holes resembling a bee hive’s honey comb and eroded into
irregular pinnacles (Figures 2.28 and 8.13).

There is access by boat.  Travel south
on the Owyhee Reservoir from the boat
launches near the dam or travel north from the
boat launch at Leslie Gulch.  Arriving at the
Honeycombs, there is a ravine that rounds the
south end of the formations and affords
access.  To explore the east side of the
Honeycombs, follow the bottom of the ravine.
There is difficult access by four wheeled drive
vehicle to Juniper Ridge and then by foot from
the northeast of the formation.

No motorized vehicle traffic is allowed.
The US Bureau of Reclamation land on the
east side of the reservoir adjoining the
Honeycombs has a campsite at the north end
of Bensley Flat.

4. Carlton Canyon

Carlton Canyon is an ordinarily dry
tributary to the Owyhee River and lies between
the Owyhee Reservoir and Three Fingers
Rock.  Carlton Canyon is a scenic geological
area.  The canyon was formed by volcanic
activity followed by erosion.  Two main
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drainages enter Carlton Canyon from the north.  Both the west drainage and Painted
Canyon (northeasterly drainage into Carlton Canyon) are spectacular.

There is access by boat to the mouth of the canyon and then by foot from the
east.  Travel south on the Owyhee Reservoir from the boat launches near the dam or
travel north from the boat launch at Leslie Gulch.  The mouth of the canyon is attractive
but not spectacular.  The more spectacular formations are further to the east.  Arriving
at Carlton Canyon, follow the bottom of the ravine to the east.  

There is access by vehicle and then by foot from the east of the formation.
Follow the ravine to the west.  Not all paths provide unobstructed access.

No motorized vehicle traffic is allowed.  It is possible to camp on US Bureau of
Reclamation land on the east side of the reservoir at the mouth of Carlton Canyon.

5. Painted Canyon

Painted Canyon, is a normally dry canyon that runs south into Carlton Canyon
and lies between the Owyhee Reservoir and Three Fingers Rock.  Painted Canyon is a
scenic geological area.  The canyon was formed by complex volcanic and sedimentary
activity followed by erosion.  

There is foot access from Carlton Canyon to the south or foot access from the
extreme northeast of the Painted Canyon drainage.  Since there are no trails, follow the
bottom of the ravines.  Foot access is partially obstructed by several sharp drop offs that
require short rock scrambles.

No motorized vehicle traffic is allowed.  There are no convenient campsites and
no water. It is possible to camp on US Bureau of Reclamation land on the east side of
the reservoir at the mouth of Carlton Canyon, many miles by foot from Painted Canyon.

6. Lambert Rocks and Chalk Basin Loop Trail

“This hike explores one of the most spectacularly beautiful places in the state of
Oregon.  The colorful badlands of Chalk Basin rise above the Owyhee River in a

stunning display of eroded cliffs and spires.
Enhancing this photographer’s paradise are the
nearby volcanic crags of the Lambert Rocks and
the deep chasm of the Owyhee River Canyon.
But getting there is a challenge.  More than any
other trip in this book, the access road tests the
limits of the rule that all hikes must be accessible
in a typical passenger car.  Not only that, the
window of opportunity for visiting this area is
small. Most people arrive on rafts in April and
May, when the water is high enough for floaters
on the Owyhee River.  But the road then is
usually muddy and impassable.  By midsummer,
temperatures soar above 100 degrees
Fahrenheit, which is too hot for most hikers.  That
leaves September, after the temperatures cool
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and before winter rains turn the
powdery dust into miles of mud.
Fortunately, this is also when
rabbitbrush and sunflowers add
splashes of yellow to the desert’s
browns and grays.”23

Chalk Basin is across the
Owyhee River from Lambert Rocks.
Chalk Basin entered from the west
is not spectacular.

7. Owyhee River

The headwaters of the
Owyhee River are in Nevada.  After
flowing through Idaho, it crosses the
Owyhee uplands of southeastern
Oregon, eventually flowing into the
Snake River.  The river has cut deep canyons into the landscape which reveal a
geologic history beginning nearly 14 million years ago (Figures 8.14 and 8.15).  The
river exposes strata of Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene eras.  The Owyhee offers
breathtaking cliffs towering above the river, picturesque multicolored geological
formations of basalt flows interspersed with sedimentary rock and fossil deposits.

The Owyhee Canyon offers a wide variety of recreational pursuits: scenic,
geologic, biologic, and historic.  The area attracts hunters, fishermen, boaters, tourists,
and scientists.  Wildlife in the gorge includes mule deer, bighorn sheep, chukar, quail,
golden eagles and a variety of hawks.  

8. Birch Creek Ranch

“Birch Creek Ranch, the collective name for two ranches founded about 100
years ago, is an oasis in the arid, scenic Owyhee River Canyon. Its green fields contrast
strongly with the sun-drenched cream- and chocolate-colored formations and the red
and black volcanic rocks that soar up from the edges of its narrow meadows. Prepare
yourself for an astonishing, world-class beauty that changes through the day.”4

Eight miles north of Jordan Valley, turn east from Highway 95 onto the road to
Jordan Craters and Birch Creek Ranch.  A four-wheel drive vehicle with high clearance
is recommended for the last 11.5 miles of the drive into the ranch.  The last couple of
miles into Birch Creek Ranch can be impassable in wet weather due to slick clay.
There are four developed campsites and bathroom facilities at the north of the ranch
past the old waterwheel and equipment yard.
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Appendix E contains a list of the common names and scientific names of plants
in the lower Owyhee subbasin.  Appendix F contains a list of the common names and
scientific names of invasive species in the lower Owyhee subbasin.  

A. Introduction

1. What is rangeland?

Rangeland is extensive, unforested land that is dominated by native plants.  The
term range was originally used to describe the wide open lands of the western half of
the United States, probably because it was possible to "range" over large expanses.35

Land that is not towns or cities, farmland, dense forest, barren desert,
"badlands", rock or glaciers is termed rangeland.  Rangelands include open woodlands,
grasslands, and shrublands.  Since they exist worldwide, rangelands are known by
many names: prairies, plains, grasslands, savannas, steppes, shrublands, deserts,
semideserts, swards, tundra and alpines.34,97

Although rangelands occur on every continent and account for about 45 percent
of the earth's land surface, they account for only 36 percent of the land surface of the
United States.  Most of these rangelands are in the western US where about 80 percent
of the lands are rangelands.35,98

Rangelands are the dominant type of land in the arid and semiarid regions.  In
addition to having limited precipitation, they generally have sparse vegetation, sharp
climatic extremes, and highly variable and frequent saline soils.35,97,98  The dominant
vegetation of western American rangelands is grasses, shrubs, and forbs (broadleaf
plants like wildflowers).34,98

2. How is rangeland used?

Historically, the primary use of rangeland has been to provide forage for livestock
and wildlife. Rangelands also provide wildlife habitat, habitat for a wide array of diverse
native plant species, mineral resources, recreation, open space, and areas of natural
beauty.34,35,97,98

Rangelands provide the varied habitats needed by a wide array of animal
species including both game animals and non-game animals.  Numerous species of
mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish and insects live in the rangelands.
Ruminants, animals such as deer, pronghorn antelope, and big horned sheep, can
digest the cellulose in rangeland plants due to their specialized digestive systems.
Small rangeland mammals have adapted to the arid environment and the forage
provided by rangeland plants.34,98  
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B. Historical condition of rangeland in the lower Owyhee subbasin

We have little written information on which to base an understanding of the
condition of the rangeland before the introduction of livestock.  The pioneers on the
Oregon trail kept to limited routes, and after the first few years the conditions along
those routes had been altered by the previous use.  The descriptions of trappers and
early explorers are sketchy, but give us some idea.  (See the at contact section of the
history component of this assessment).

The earliest trappers like Peter Skene Ogden and "pathfinders" like John
Townsend noted sagebrush and greasewood with comments such as "wormwood
[sagebrush] in abundance",46 "abounding in wormwood",83 and embarrassed with
wormwood."99  Fremont, a trained observer, talks about leaving the Owyhee River and
crossing a sage plain of Artemisia tridentata.78  These early Euro-Americans in the area
also note the scarcity of grass in some areas.46,83  

The first area overgrazed in the lower Owyhee subbasin was along the Oregon
Trail crossed by numerous emigrants with their draft and dairy animals.29  

1. Prior to significant livestock introduction

Before the miners had discovered gold in the Owyhees, a member of one of the
first military expeditions to explore in the lower Owyhee subbasin, contrasts the green of
the vegetation in the Jordan Valley area with the barren land which he had crossed until
then coming up the Owyhee River.71 

Before cattle or sheep were introduced in the area, Lieutenant Colonel Drew of
the Oregon Cavalry crossed the rangelands near the southern border of the lower
Owyhee subbasin in 1864 (see the early settlement section of the history component of
this assessment).  He describes a large stretch of the country as being "covered almost
entirely with lava, sand and sage" and some greasewood.18

Cattle and sheep were introduced on the rangelands soon after the discovery of
gold in 1863.  In his memoirs, David Shirk describes the rangeland in 1867. 

 "From the west slope of the Rocky mountains to the east slope of
the Cascades . . . the valleys along the water courses are covered with a
growth of browse, such as greasewood, thorny rabbit brush, salt brush
and white sage.  This grows to a height of from fourteen inches to four
feet, and is excellent forage for horses, cattle, and sheep.  I have driven
cattle off the range, where white sage was abundant, in the month of
January, as fat as I ever saw in the corn fed stalls of Illinois.  On the

 Sheep, cattle, and goats are also ruminants and can utilize the cellulose in
rangeland plants.  Livestock production on rangeland supplies meat, leather, and wool.
In the 19 western states, rangeland and associated pasturelands support 58% of all
beef cattle in the United States, 79% of all stock sheep, and 88% of all goats.34

Outdoor recreational activities in rangelands include hiking, camping, river
rafting, fishing, hunting, and photography.98  The importance of rangeland for recreation
and water production is growing.34  
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upland, or mountain ranges, there is little feed save the famous bunch
grass, no browse growing worthy of mention.  Horses will live indefinitely
on the white sage, eating the snow for water. . . Cattle will perish after
about six weeks.  In the latter, after a period, the browse will become dry
in the stomach and will not digest, and hence they will soon die."74

"Throughout the great valley of the Snake River, the first vegetation
that appears in the spring is Larkspur, a rank poison.  While the ground is
yet soft, cattle in feeding will pull up some of the roots and if not attended
to at once, will die. . . . Consequently, cattle have to be moved into the
foothills of the mountains to feed upon bunch grass, and follow up the
snow as it melts away."74

Although we have only sketchy means to visualize what the rangeland was like
before the introduction of grazing, Harold Heady, "one of the most famous range
scientists in history",80 uses evidence from many sources to develop a description of the
possible vegetation in Malheur County in 1863. (Some scientific names have since
changed.)  

One type was dominated by big sagebrush and bluebunch
wheatgrass.  Shrub cover remained less than 25 percent and may have
been near zero following fires.  We have no evidence that big sagebrush .
. . covered as much area as grass did.  Other species characterized the
type according to elevation, soil, and rainfall.  Sandberg bluegrass and
squirreltail were in dry areas; low sage replaced big sage on shallow stony
soils; Idaho fescue and bitterbrush reached codominance with bluebunch
wheatgrass and big sagebrush at upper elevations.  This combination
composed the understory in juniper . . . Other minor species included
Thurber needlegrass (Stipa thurberiana), prairie junegrass (Koeleria
cristata), needle-and-thread (Stipa comata), and several shrubs.  This
grassland with shrubs scattered or in moderately thick stands, but always
variable, extended over at least 90 percent of the district.  At any one time,
the landscape probably showed a mosaic of sagebrush densities, with low
density following fire and a gradual increase until the next fire occurred.

The second major vegetation type grew on alkaline soils and was
composed primarily of shrubs.  Shadscale dominated; and others included
spiny hopsage (Grayia spinosa), Winterfat or white sage, (Eurotia lanata),
budsage, and greasewood.  Bluebunch wheatgrass occurred in the type
but larger amounts of squirreltail and Indian ricegrass (Oryzopsis
hymenoides) characterized the landscape.  The grass dominated if the soil
was sandy.  This type occupied about 6 percent of the district.

We offer several other descriptive points about the . . . vegetation.
Grasses occurred between widely spaced shrubs as well as under their
canopies.29
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2. Following livestock introduction

(Further discussion in the end of the nineteenth century, early twentieth century
component of this assessment).

In the early 1870s, changes in the lower Owyhee subbasin included the
introduction of livestock to the rangelands.  By 1876 David Shirk says they "began to
realize the necessity of preparing food for winter, as the native grasses, mostly bunch
grass, were slowly giving way, and prudence required preparations for winter."74

When livestock were first introduced, the grass on public lands was "free" and
lured livestock growers to turn out herds of sheep, cattle, and, sometimes, horses to
roam freely.  There was a "winner take all" attitude that encouraged grazing.25,31  Cattle
outfits tended to graze different sections of rangelands so as not to compete with each
other.  In winter cattle were moved to areas with bunch grass and white sage.33  The
Desert Land Act of 1877 encouraged settlers to settle on arid lands and cattle outfits
now faced competition.  Competition between cattlemen, sheepmen, and settlers led to
overstocking of the range.31  Prior to 1890 cattle were sold by the head as much for the
hide as for the meat.  It was more important that cattle survive than the quality of the
livestock.103  After the act, livestock owners acquired lands with water resources to
enable them to control the surrounding grazing lands.26,31  

In 1894 and 1896 the Division of Botany of the Department of Agriculture sent
botanists to survey the vegetation of eastern Oregon.  The rangeland had been grazed
to a greater or lesser extent for 20 years.  Frederick Coville, one of those botanists
recorded his general impressions for a National Geographic article.  

"The vegetation of the country consists primarily of sage brush, the
well-known Artemisia tridentata of botanists, a shrub three to six feet high,
closely related to the wormwood of Europe, and having in common with
that plant a light gray color and a strongly aromatic odor.  Away from
stream beds and sinks and the shores of lakes, sage brush covers the
whole country like a gray mantle and constitutes probably nine-tenths of
the total vegetation.  It is a plant the herbage of which is eaten by but few
animals and by those only in starvation times, one that will grow with little
moisture and will stand the widest range of temperature.  Sage brush
gives to the country its character.  A level stretch is known as a sage plain;
the grouse which live there are known as sage hens; the fuel of the region
is sage brush; the odor upon the atmosphere is that of sage brush."12

"A few other shrubs form an inconsiderable part of the woody
vegetation, but these and the sage brush make up by no means all the
plant life of the country.  As the snow melts away in the spring, the well
moistened soil between the Artemisia bushes becomes covered with the
seedling of innumerable annuals.  For a few weeks the ground is carpeted
with these plants, which flower in the greatest profusion, but after about
two months they ripen their seeds, dry up, die, and disappear.  Growing
with these annuals is another type of plants, tuberous-rooted perennials
which have stored up during the preceding year's growth a large amount
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of nourishment.  They therefore bloom at the first break of spring, go
through a brief period of rapid growth, lasting usually a little longer than
that of the annuals, and then the newly formed bulbs, well protected by
impervious coats against the desiccating influences of a long, dry summer,
carry over a full supply of plant food for the next spring's blooming."12

3. Overgrazing

Already, Coville sees that the rangelands will not support uncontrolled grazing.

  "There is one phase of wastefulness of the natural resources of
the United States which a trip across the plains of Oregon particularly
impresses upon the traveler, namely, the careless destruction of our great
natural wealth of forage . . . Continued over-grazing year after year, if
sufficiently excessive, unquestionably kills out the native forage plants,
which are then replaced largely by introduced weeds.  The original
nutritious grasses never regain their former luxuriance and sometimes are
almost exterminated.  Under moderate grazing the native species produce
yearly a good crop, or if even slightly over-grazed will after a few years of
rest regain their former abundance."12

Probably the first effect of overgrazing was reduced perennial bunch grasses in
the spaces between the shrubs.  Annuals may have invaded the bare ground, but
Russian thistle and cheatgrass had not yet been introduced.  The increasing species
were probably unpalatable and included big sagebrush and rabbitbrush.  In some
places the sagebrush thickened and became a monoculture, the only plant growing at
the site.  

In 1902, when Theodore Roosevelt was in the White House, David Griffiths
traveled from Winnemucca, Nevada to Ontario, Oregon on horseback.  He was invited
by the cattle producers who provided him with guides and services.103  Griffiths, a USDA
scientist, wrote that the "public ranges of the region are in many places badly depleted."
He reported finding large areas of bare soil and traveling across deteriorated ranges
which he says were "directly traceable to overstocking and it does not appear clear how
matters will improve in the near future."23

As early as the 1860s the cattlemen had been trying to get grazing controls on
the public lands.  The railroads opposed the establishment of grazing rights that might
compromise their plans for settlements.103  In the early 1900s, both cattlemen and
sheepmen in the lower Owyhee subbasin and adjacent areas who had a base property
wanted to control the cattle and sheep operators who just used the land with no base
property.  Local ranchers approached congress and even President Theodore
Roosevelt himself claiming the range was being destroyed by indiscriminate use.
Nothing was done by the federal government to manage the use of lower elevation
rangelands until the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act in 1934.26  
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Numbers of cattle, sheep and horses increased through the early twentieth
century.  In addition to causing immediate changes in vegetation, overgrazing by
livestock during this period also set in motion long term changes in plant community
structure.  The reduction of fine fuels in the system interrupted the natural fire cycle.
Coupled with the continual consumption of grass species, which reduced their
competitive ability, a reduction in fires resulted in a rapid increase in sagebrush.  More
insidious, was the increase in juniper starts in the wetter sagebrush plant communities.
This increase was only really apparent 40 years later when the juniper became large
enough to dominate the landscape.  Exotic plant species that were often contaminants
of crop seed, found excellent seed beds on the overgrazed ranges and spread rapidly.
Some members of the livestock industry in the West perceived the destruction going on
and championed the Taylor
Grazing Act.81,91

 The number of animals on
the range varied, but tended to
increase until the Taylor Grazing
Act of 1934 (Figure 9.1).31  

Russian thistle first began
growing on rangeland about 1900,
followed by mustard species.  The
cheatgrass which appeared about
1915 spread over large areas of
rangeland during the 1920s.
Cheatgrass tended to increase
ground cover and although it
provided scanty forage, it was
more than had been produced by
barren lands.  Cheatgrass also
provided a flash fuel and fires became common.29

By the end of the 1940s fire suppression on rangelands had begun to affect the
plant communities of rangelands.  During the 1950s there were intensive inputs into
brush control, water developments including pipelines, seeding and reseeding, and
adjustments in stocking rates and grazing periods.  These changes were designed to
improve the range resource for sustained livestock production.  In the 1960s these
changes were all incorporated by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) into the Vale
Project in the Owyhee basin, including parts of the lower Owyhee subbasin.81,91  Prior to
the Vale Project, very little land in the Owyhee basin had been sprayed for brush
control, plowed or seeded.29

In the 1980s, reseeding of rangelands with crested wheatgrass, spraying
sagebrush with herbicides, and mechanical control of woody species had mostly
ended.81,91 
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C. Vale Project

1. Project proposal

The ranchers and BLM cooperatively started range rehabilitation efforts before
the Vale Project in 1962.  Although the 1950s were a time of inputs into brush control,
water developments, seeding and reseeding, and adjustments in stocking rates and
grazing periods, less than one tenth of a percent of the land in the Owyhee basin had
been sprayed for brush control, plowed or seeded.  There were no seasonal grazing
plans established beyond stipulation of allotment boundaries and dates of grazing.
There had been no erosion control nor construction of recreational sites.29

Within Malheur County, ranchers, either cooperatively with BLM or at their own
expense, had developed approximately 582 livestock watering points or facilities and
almost 500 miles of fence (water developments depicted in Figure 9.2 are grouped).
Ranchers did the fence repairs and maintenance.29

In 1961 the range condition was poor and certainly not improving.  The Vale
district (Malheur County) was ready for a range rehabilitation program.  Information on
what to do had been developed at the Squaw Butte range research station near Burns,
Oregon.  Lacking funds, all parties turned to Congress for help.29

The project proposal to Congress offered a demonstration of "a solution to the
national problem of depleted and deteriorating public rangelands" and proposed "to do
so without seriously impairing the livestock industry."  The eight specific objectives listed
in the proposal were 1) to correct erosion and prevent further soil losses, 2) to increase
the forage supply for wildlife and livestock, 3) to stabilize the livestock industry at the
existing or increased level of production, 4) to facilitate fire control by replacing high
hazard cheatgrass and sagebrush with low hazard perennial grasses, 5) to prevent the
encroachment and spread of noxious and poisonous weeds, 6) to make necessary land
tenure adjustments, 7) to prevent improper recreational use, and 8) to develop access
and service roads to open "vast areas of untapped recreation potential."29  

2. Project activities

a. Rangeland rehabilitation

The Vale Program selected sites for treatment based on their potential for
improvement.  Sites deemed to have the greatest potential for improvement were
treated first.  Most sites with high potential which required seeding, preceded by plowing
or spraying, had been treated by 1968.  Native perennial grasses on untreated sites
recovered more quickly than expected, reducing the need for seeding.  The areas
seeded with crested wheatgrass were able to carry more livestock, reducing stress on
the native rangelands that were in better condition.  More projects after 1968 were
treated with spray-only treatments to reduce brush.  The criteria for site selection and
type of treatment changed in 1969.29

The treated areas were distributed somewhat uniformly over the district with
similar acres of seeded areas and of brush removal in the lower Owyhee subbasin
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(

Figure 9.3).  By 1975, only 10 percent or less of the area had been rehabilitated, but
there had been a rapid improvement in rangeland through the whole Vale district, not
just in the areas plowed, seeded, and sprayed.29  
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To reduce the density of shrub species, plowing, spraying 2,4-D herbicide,
burning, or some combination of treatments was used.  All land plowed for brush control
and to reduce cheatgrass or other competitors was always seeded.  Seeding usually
followed wildfire and some of the sprayed areas were seeded.  In 1975 the stands
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appeared to have been seeded with a mix of Standard (Agropyron desertorum) and
Fairway (Agropyron cristatum) crested wheatgrass.29

At the beginning of the Vale Project, fire in rangelands was considered harmful
and dangerous.  Fire control was to be increased by replacing highly flammable
cheatgrass with less hazardous perennial grasses.  Heady feels that the failure to use
fire as a land treatment in the Vale project was a mistake since the burned and
rehabilitated lands by 1975 produced as much forage as the more expensive, but
acceptable, plowed and seeded areas.29

b. Infrastructure improvements

A total of 2,081 miles of fences were built in the Vale district by the BLM.  These
fences were built to standards which allowed antelope to go under the lowest wire,
since antelope will seldom jump fences. Two basic types of water development were
constructed.  Six hundred and twenty four stock ponds were constructed at suitable
locations within pastures, but they wouldn't normally hold water for the full grazing
season. During the Vale Project, 28 systems with wells, pipelines, and troughs were
developed as reliable sources of year-round water.  There were 448 spring
developments for a total of 1,600 watering points added in the district (Figure 9.2).29

The watering points worked well for livestock and large wildlife.  However,
smaller animals had difficulty getting water from troughs and where meadows
disappeared, their foods provided by the meadows were also gone.  A few of the water
developments piped overflow water into fenced areas to create new meadows.  Heady
suggested that this procedure of using overflow water be expanded.29

3. Grazing management

The Vale Project was an integrated project, so the original grazing systems
established were designed to protect and use the crested wheatgrass seedings, to
rehabilitate the native ranges, and to preserve browse for wildlife.  To meet these
objectives, yearlong rest and little early grazing on native bunchgrass were effective
practices.29  

Modification in forage production requires effective provisions to control animal
numbers and distribution.  Water availability controls animal distribution more effectively
than fencing.  Heady felt that both these improvements installed during the Vale Project
were not as effective as they could have been in controlling animal distribution.  Herding
was required in some allotments to influence animal movement to prevent concentration
of livestock.  "Herding does not substitute for the lack of properly placed fences and
watering points."29

4. Conclusions in 1975

a. Vegetation

When he evaluated the Vale Project in 1975, Heady believed that at least 50
percent of the district was in good or excellent condition and that the trend of nearly all
the district was either stable or improving.  From a vegetational standpoint the Vale
Project had been highly effective.  Dense, nearly pure, stands of big sagebrush were
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converted to grassland in about 8 percent of the district.  The additional forage provided
by the improvement of some range conditions gave flexibility in grazing use and further
improvement in the untreated ranges.29  

Just as the rangeland varies, the condition and trend of the untreated and treated
areas in the Vale Project varied in 1975.  Big sagebrush reestablished itself in all
treatments.  The degree of sagebrush increase depended on the effectiveness of the
treatment with plowing, spraying, and burning all effective methods.  Most of the
increase of big sagebrush was actually the recovery of unkilled plants.  Seedlings of big
sagebrush established shortly after treatment in well-established stands of crested
wheatgrass or native bunchgrass was very slow.  Crested wheatgrass or native
bunchgrass stands with up to 25% big sagebrush stands had almost the same forage
potential as stands with no sagebrush.29

Stands with large perennial grasses between the bushes were expected to
stabilize at a probable brush cover of less than 25 percent.  Both crested wheatgrass
and bluebunch wheatgrass appeared to be stable or increasing in density in seeded
areas.  There was evidence that bluebunch wheatgrass primarily increased by
vegetative means rather than by seed and that moderate grazing helped this process.29

Seedings of crested wheatgrass with more than four plants per square yard
rarely had significant amounts of cheatgrass.  Where crested wheatgrass density was
less than 1.5 plants per square yard, cheatgrass formed dense stands.29  

Yearlong resting of pasture with good bunchgrasses may be a disadvantage.
Dead material accumulates in their centers, increasing the fire hazard and reducing
plant vigor.  Some grazing each year promotes greater vigor than no grazing at all.
Season-long use should be included in some systems on ranges in good to excellent
condition, although deferred and rotational treatments must be maintained in some
ranges.29

b. Wild horses

Horse counts in April 1975 by air showed that there were about 2,400 wild horses
in the Vale District.  Heady believed that the number needed to be reduced to 2,000
horses to maintain a balance with the range since it was impossible to attain even
distribution of grazing with wild horses and some areas were becoming overgrazed and
other areas not grazed at all.29

c. Cooperation

The Vale Project succeeded because the livestock interests and the BLM
cooperated to achieve objectives of both groups.  In 1975 there were already pressures
being brought by other groups including recreationists and wild horse advocates.
Heady saw achieving balance among these groups as becoming increasingly difficult as
views about the Vale District from individuals outside the area were more intense than
those from within the district.29
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D. Vegetation

1. Types of rangeland vegetation

The plants that grow on rangeland can be categorized into grasses, grass-like
plants, forbs, shrubs, and trees.  

Grasses have long narrow leaves and produce grain-like seeds.  They do not
have colored flowers.  The leaves are on two sides of a hollow stem.  

Forbs are herbaceous (non-woody), broad-leaved plants which usually have
showy flowers.  They have solid stems.  The above ground growth dies back each year.

5. BLM legacy program

In 2002 a group of retired BLM personnel revisited some of the Vale Project
areas.  Two of these areas were in the lower Owyhee subbasin.  Their conclusions and
recommendations applied to the project as a whole.  Although they saw some "neat
successes", in general they judged the areas they viewed as not reflecting the long-term
goals of the Vale Project.  They felt that both the BLM and livestock grazers shared
blame for the ecological problems which were evident.  They recommended that many
of the old land treatment areas be treated by a prescribed fire in the spring followed by
two growing seasons of rest.32 

They were surprised that so few Allotment Management Plans had been
completed since they have been a part of BLM standard procedures since the late
1960s.  Lands not in acceptable condition needed to be managed for ecological
resource improvement.32  

Project maintenance needed to be enforced and they questioned whether
livestock operators had the equipment or time to do some of the spring, well and
pipeline maintenance.  They recommended that the BLM should maintain wildlife,
riparian, etc. projects and supervise their use.32 

To assure that the legacy of the Vale Project would be carried forward, they
recommended that district training include information on the project and the
subsequent years' activities.  With personnel understanding the project, effective land
management activities could be implemented or the Vale Project would be "lost
forever".32

Crested wheatgrass seedings in the Vale Project suggest that some seedings
persist for a long time (30-45 years).  Big sagebrush repopulation of the crested
wheatgrass area reached about 15% relative cover during a 20 year period following
planting and seeding in the Vale Project.  Over a 30-year period the crested wheatgrass
plants were able to invade bluebunch wheatgrass stands in areas where bluebunch
wheatgrass vigor was low (livestock concentration areas, areas recovering from
drought, etc.).  Big sagebrush and rabbitbrush were the only native species observed
that would invade stands of crested wheatgrass. The severity of invasion was
somewhat related to the vigor of the crested wheatgrass stand.39  However, Bill Krueger
has noticed substantial native grasses and forbs in crested wheatgrass seedings.103
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A few forbs, like wild onion, have leaves with parallel veins.  Most forbs have leaves
with a network of veins.  Most wildflowers are forbs.34,44,77

Grass-like plants look like grass but aren't.  They have solid stems which are
often triangular.  Sedges have leaves on three sides.  Rushes have leaves on two
sides.44,77

Shrubs and trees are plants with above-ground stems that do not die back from
one year to the next.  Shrubs grow from several main, solid woody stems that branch
from near the base.  Their leaves have a network of veins.  Shrubs often produce
berries.34,44,77

Trees have a definite main trunk which is woody.  Usually trees are bigger than
shrubs.  Some species of shrubs can form either a tree or shrub depending upon the
local conditions, but most shrubs never grow up to be trees.34,44  

Browse is the part of a woody plant, usually a shrub, that is used for forage by
wildlife and livestock. Browse usually includes leaves and young stems.34,44

2. Rangeland types

All rangeland is not the same.  There are several broad types of rangeland that
comprise a large part of the rangeland in Malheur County.  There are areas of each of
these types in the lower Owyhee subbasin.  The type of rangeland may be related to the
eco-region (see the background component of this assessment) but is a different way of
looking at the landscape by examining principally the vegetation which grows in the
area.  Like ecoregions, the descriptions of rangeland types can vary.91  

a. Salt-desert shrublands

Salt-desert shrublands, also known as salt desert scrub, are located in areas
where there is no drainage and therefore a build-up of salts in the soil.  The desolate
looking plant community results from the soil salinity and cold temperatures.  These
shrublands receive very little precipitation each year.  Shrubs generally grow better
under these conditions than grasses or forbs.37,90

b. Sagebrush steppe

The sagebrush steppe is a broad category encompassing many diverse
communities.  Precipitation averages between six and fourteen inches a year and  the
winters are generally cold and the summers hot and dry.  The natural vegetation
consists of a shrub overstory with an understory of perennial grasses and forbs.  Great
variation exists in soil resources and therefore in the kind, cover, and amount of
vegetation present.38,89

c. Sagebrush-grasslands

Sagebrush-grasslands are a mix of sagebrush and bunchgrasses.  Big
sagebrush is the main kind of sage in the lower Owyhee subbasin.
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d. Other descriptions

The Oregon State University Rangeland Department uses an alternative
description of rangeland types that includes herbaceous range, shrub and brush
rangeland, and mixed rangeland.103 

i. Herbaceous range

The herbaceous rangeland category is lands dominated by naturally occurring
grasses and forbs as well as those areas of actual rangeland which have been modified
to include grasses and forbs for rangeland purposes.104 

ii. Shrub and brush rangeland

The brushlands found in arid and semiarid regions are characterized by
xerophytic vegetation with woody stems such as big sagebrush, shadscale,
greasewood, or creosotebush and also by the typical desert succulents such as cactus.
Moister areas may have mountain mahogany.104

iii. Mixed rangeland

When more than one-third intermixture of either herbaceous or shrub and brush
rangeland species occurs in a specific area, it is classified as mixed rangeland. 104

3. Vegetation in the lower Owyhee subbasin.

a. 1963 to 1964 range reconnaissance survey

Shortly after the initiation of the Vale Project in 1963,  range reconnaissance
surveys were made.  Figure 9.4 shows the locations of different types of vegetation at
that time using the standard classifications of that survey.29  

The desert shrub type was characterized by shadscale, budsage, and spiny
hopsage in a mosaic with big sagebrush.  Principal grasses were squirreltail and
Sandberg bluegrass.  This vegetation contained many palatable browse species and
could constitute a desirable winter range.29

The area described as sagebrush-grass was complex, containing mixtures of
several dominant plant species.  Much of the area was a mosaic of sagebrush and
native bunchgrasses.  Forbs and annual cheatgrass were present in most of the area.
At the start of the Vale Project, the mix of bunchgrasses and sagebrush frequently had
a high brush density and few palatable bunchgrasses.  In some locations there was
almost no perennial grass with bare soil between the shrubs.  Other shrubs in the
sagebrush-grass type in addition to big sagebrush were low sagebrush, rabbitbrush,
bitterbrush and mountain mahogany.  On the areas judged to be good range the plants
growing between and under the shrubs were mainly bluebunch wheatgrass, giant
wildrye, and Idaho fescue.  Common perennials, especially where the range was judged
to be fair or poor, were less desirable grasses, squirreltail, and Sandberg bluegrass.  In
some areas cheatgrass was the only common plant under the shrubs.29

The grass type included areas which burned and where sagebrush was missing.
Some of these areas were dominated by cheatgrass or Sandberg bluegrass.29
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b. Plant communities

The 1963 - 1964 range reconnaissance surveys identified broad types of plant
communities.  Generally the plants living in association with each other, or the plant
communities, are classified more narrowly.  A classification system provides a set of
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criteria for examining plant communities.24  The National Vegetation Classification
System (NVCS) was adopted by the Environmental Protection Agency and the US
Geological Survey (USGS) in 199743 and is now used to classify rangeland sites based
on plant associations.33  Both the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and
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the BLM use the ecological site description, correlated to soil surveys, from the NRCS
land classification system (see the background component of this assessment).
However, much of the past work used a non-standardized method of classifying plant
communities.

The species in a plant community differ in kind or proportion from the species of
a different plant community.  Traditionally these communities, or associations, are
named for two of the species in them.  On rangelands this combination of names tends
to be the dominant shrub followed by the most obvious grass.  However, the community
name may be that of two shrubs or include the name of a forb.

c. Surveys of vegetation

The few detailed studies of vegetation in the lower Owyhee subbasin have
focused on a small sector of the subbasin.  

i. Ganskopp's study

In 1979 and 1980 David Ganskopp mapped the vegetation in an area of the
Owyhee Breaks east of Owyhee Reservoir (Figure 9.5).  Although this is only a small
section of the lower Owyhee subbasin, he identified fifteen plant communities (Appendix
G).  The five major plant communities covered 85 percent of the study area.  The
percent of ground covered by bare ground, moss, litter (dead plants), and rock was
measured (Table1).21  

Table 1.  Major plant communities sampled in the Owyhee Breaks in 1979 and 1980.

30114442.2Cheatgrass

2615306178.5Low sagebrush/Sandberg's bluegrass

8111826316.8Wyoming big sagebrush/cheatgrass

37121812921.8Wyoming big sagebrush/Sandberg's bluegrass

4168319 36.0Wyoming big sagebrush/ bluebunch wheatgrass

LitterShrubsForbsGrassesPlant community

Bare
ground

% cover% of
study
area

Ganskopp describes some of the principal grass, forb, and shrub species which
are found in each of the major plant communities.21  A complete list of all the species he
found in the area are included in Appendix E. 

He calculated the productivity of herbaceous matter (and therefore potentially
edible by wildlife or cattle) of the different components of each of the communities.
These totals don't reflect nutritive value, the condition of the community studied, or
potential season of use.  The Wyoming big sagebrush/cheatgrass community had the
highest potential total productivity, but the low sagebrush/Sandberg's bluegrass
community had the most diverse and productive forb component (Table 2).21  
Cheatgrass productivity varies tremendously between years and Ganskopp’s sample
included few years.
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Table 2.  Estimated productivity of the five major plant communities in the Owyhee
Breaks for two years.  

75118733Cheatgrass

4783406771Low sagebrush/Sandberg's bluegrass

95921316730Wyoming big sagebrush/cheatgrass

41528029106Wyoming big sagebrush/Sandberg's bluegrass

7238835600Wyoming big sagebrush/ bluebunch wheatgrass

TotalShrubsForbsGrassesPlant community

_ _ lb/ac per year _ _

ii. Culver's study

Another small section of the lower Owyhee subbasin was part of a larger study  
investigated in 1962 by Roger Culver (Figure 9.5).13  He separated the vegetative
communities into three major types based on the dominant shrub species: big
sagebrush, stiff sagebrush, and low sagebrush.  Each of these broad groups was
broken down into specific associations to represent the habitat-types of the region
(Appendix G).

Culver included a listing not only of every species found in the study area
(Appendix E), but also a calculation of the percentage of stands of each plant
community which contain that species.13

iii. Leslie Gulch

In 1979, J.W. Grimes studied the plants in Leslie Gulch.  BLM botanists have
added other species which they have located in the area (Appendix E).  Jean Findley's
description of the plant community in Leslie Gulch is a meeting of northern mesic flora
with the xeric flora of salt desert species.19 

iv. Dry Creek

In the evaluation of the Dry Creek management area, the BLM has identified  11
vegetative communities.  Some of these communities are further described by other
characteristics such as seeding with crested wheatgrass (Appendix G).  In the narrative
material on each pasture, some of the other species that are present are mentioned.
The plant list included in the evaluation is for the whole southeast Oregon resource
management area.4

  From these studies, it is possible to see that a number of different rangeland
communities exist in the lower Owyhee subbasin.  However, the definition of these
communities has varied significantly and we do not know which species can be
expected within each community nor in what proportions they can be expected.
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4. Invasive Species

Table 3.  Range weeds of special importance to the Lower Owyhee Watershed.

E - These are weeds of economic importance to the land use indicated.

T - These weeds are considered by the State of Oregon as an economic threat95

d. Pasture
e. Crop land
f. Edges

a. Present in the subbasin
b. Riparian
c. Rangeland

EET YLimitedCentaurea solstitialisYellow starthistle 

EEEE YAbundantCardaria drabaWhite top, Hoary cress

ET LimitedCentaurea maculosaSpotted knapweed 

EEEYAbundantOnopordum acanthiumScotch thistle 

EEEEYAbundantTamarix ramosissimaSaltcedar, tamarisk 

EYLimitedAcroptilon repensRussian knapweed 

EEEET YLimitedChondrilla junceaRush skeletonweed 

EET YAbundantLythrum salicariaPurple loosestrife 

EEEEYConium maculatumPoison hemlock

EEEEYLimitedLepidium latifoliumPerennial pepperweed

EEEYAbundantCarduus nutansMusk thistle 

EYLimitedVerbasum blattariaMoth mullein

EYAbundantTaeniatherum
caput-medusae

Medusahead rye 

LimitedSalvia aethiopisMediterranean sage 

EEET LimitedEuphorbia esulaLeafy spurge 

EYLimitedCynoglossum officinaleHoundstongue 

EEYLimitedHalogeton glomeratusHalogeton 

EYLimitedCentaurea diffusaDiffuse knapweed 

NLimitedLinaria dalmaticaDalmatian toadflax 

EEEYUbiquitousBromus tectorumCheatgrass

EEEEYAbundantCirsium arvenseCanada thistle 

EEEYUbiquitousRanunculus testiculatusBurr buttercup

EEEYAbundantCirsium vulgareBull thistle 

EEEYLimitedSolanum rostratum Buffalobur 

fedcbaScientific nameCommon name

Land Use In
Malheur County

a. Invasive species and noxious weeds

Noxious weeds are generally non-native plants.  Noxious weeds appeared and
spread with European settlement and new weeds continue to arrive today.  A large
number of the least desirable weeds are of Mediterranean, European, or Asian origin.
Not all weeds are noxious weeds.  Noxious weeds are plants considered to be serious
pests because they cause economic loss and harm the environment.  Noxious weeds
can choke out crops, destroy range and pasture lands, clog waterways, threaten native
plant communities or affect human and animal health.51

Invasive species are species which have the potential to expand or invade all or
part of their U.S. range and degrade the landscape.  Not all invasive species were
introduced to the U.S.  Some species are native but have managed to spread and
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invade habitats such as rangelands or agricultural fields.  Other species are native in
part of the country but are serious pests in other parts.85,86

The introduction of invasive plants in the US has increased dramatically in the
past decade due to the increased ease and speed of national and world travel and the
expansion of global commerce. Local spread of noxious weeds can be natural by wind,
water, and animals; but, human activities such as, recreation, vehicle travel, and the
movement of contaminated equipment, products, and livestock often greatly increase
the distance and rate of dispersal.51

Invasive plants affect the plant community composition and have profound
negative consequences for native biotic diversity.  In rangeland, the most significant
invasive species for affecting the plant community composition are fire-adapted annual
grasses, like cheatgrass and medusahead rye.  The expansion of these grasses has
resulted in annual grass-fire cycles that rapidly replace sagebrush-steppe and
salt-desert shrubland systems.3,11

b. Invasive species in the lower Owyhee subbasin

The state of Oregon has listed the weeds in table 3 as being present in Malheur
County.  Appendix F describes each of these species.  Most of these species are also
known to be present in the lower Owyhee subbasin.  Gary Page, the Malheur County
weed inspector, considers eight of these species to present the greatest risk in the
lower Owyhee subbasin: salt cedar, medusahead rye, rush skeletonweed, leafy spurge,
bur buttercup, hoary cress, perennial pepperweed, and Scotch thistle.

i.   Saltcedar, tamarisk (Tamarix ramosissima)

Tamarisk or saltcedar is a strong perennial shrub to small tree species that is
invading riparian areas in the mid Snake River region, and throughout the Lower
Owyhee subbasin (Figures 11.10 and 11.11).  Tamarisk is known to use prolific
amounts of water and dry out riparian areas.  It  has a habit of mining salts from the soil
profile and exuding them on the surrounding soil, rendering those areas unable to
support plant species that cannot tolerate saline conditions.66,76

Salt cedar is at or near the top of the list of noxious invasive weeds for all
agencies.  There are two to three hundred acres of tamarisk at the old Watson town
site.  It has become established along the Owyhee River, Dry Creek, and BLM's Areas
of Critical Environmental Concern at Leslie Gulch, the Honeycombs, and in other
associated wash bottoms.  It has begun to show up at some remote (from the river
corridor) springs and intermittent streams.  This invasion is particularly troubling to the
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife given the high probability that established salt
cedar will limit the ground flow of water and affect fish and wildlife.  Tamarisk has very
prolific seed production and can out compete native riparian trees and shrubs.66,76,105  

ii. Medusahead rye (Taeniatherum caput-medusae)

Medusahead rye demonstrates its negative qualities best on the east side of
Oregon.  Medusahead has the ability to outcompete other annual grasses and generally
crowd out perennial grass seedlings by extracting the majority of moisture well before
perennial grasses have begun to grow.  Medusahead is almost worthless as forage for
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cattle, sheep or wildlife as it becomes unpalatable in late spring as forage.  The stiff
awns and hard florets can injure eyes and mouths of grazing animals.  Once land is
invaded by medusahead, it becomes almost worthless, supporting neither native
animals, birds nor livestock.  Medusahead rye changes the temperature and moisture
dynamics of the soil, greatly reducing seed germination of other species and creating
fuel for wildfires  The propensity of medusahead to support frequent fire cycles makes
range restoration even more difficult.44,55,66

Medusahead rye is without question the noxious weed that is advancing most
quickly in eastern Oregon.  It has invaded and completely dominated large tracts of land
in the mid-Snake River region.  Certain areas of heavy soils in the lower and mid
Owyhee subbasins are thoroughly infested.  It can invade stands of bluebunch
wheatgrass.  Economically viable livestock production in Malheur County is in peril
which will certainly have far reaching consequences.  Medusahead has already had a
serious impact on sage grouse habitat.  It may also affect the movements of big
game.66,76

iii. Rush skeletonweed (Chondrilla juncea)

Rush skeletonweed is an aggressive plant in both rangeland and cropland.  Rush
skeletonweed has the capability to reduce or choke out native range species,
decreasing range productivity and diversity.60,76  

Rush skeletonweed continues to threaten the lower Owyhee subbasin, however
it is currently confined to the north east corner, primarily below the dam.  It has been
found at sites contiguous to and intermingled with Malheur forget-me-not (Hackelia
cronquistii), Mulford's milkvetch (Astragalus mulfordae), Owyhee clover (aTrifolium
owyheense), and Malheur valley fiddleneck (Amisinckia crinata), all of which have been
identified by the BLM as threatened or endangered.66  Despite efforts to eradicate or
contain outbreaks, new sites are being found each year in the eastern part of Oregon.60 

Rush skeletonweed reaches new sites mainly by wind borne seed.  However,
increased occurrences at recreation sites in the lower Owyhee subbasin indicate that
those seeds also arrive with recreationists and their vehicles.66  It is hard to control
because of the deep taproots, and tilling it under can spread the rootstock.  Rush
skeletonweed does well on road sides, rangelands, grain fields, grasslands, open forest,
and pastures.76

iv. Leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula)

Leafy spurge is one of the West's worst weed species because it reduces cattle
carrying capacity of infested rangelands by 50 to 75%. Once established, control of
even modest-sized infestations is difficult. This weed is most common under dry
conditions where competition from native plants is reduced. It is capable of invading
disturbed sites, including abandoned cropland, pastures, rangeland, woodland,
roadsides and waste areas.  A milky latex exists in all broken parts of the plant that can
cause skin irritations in humans, cattle, and horses and may cause permanent
blindness if rubbed into the eye.54,76
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 Leafy spurge exists in a small geographic area upstream of the lower Owyhee
subbasin along Jordan Creek from the head waters to the Danner town site.  It is poised
to invade areas of the lower Owyhee subbasin from the Jordan Creek drainage.  Leafy
spurge is aggressive and takes over most other vegetation.  Leafy spurge remains high
on the priority list of both the BLM and Malheur County.66,76

v.  Bur buttercup (Ranunculus testiculatus)

Bur buttercup has rapidly colonized broad expanses of rangeland within the lower
Owyhee subbasin.  Because it begins growing early in the spring and has a short
growing season, bur buttercup can use most of the available moisture before many of
the annual native species have emerged.  It spreads into bare, denuded sites subject to
erosion.  Because it is comparatively shallow rooted, produces scant biomass, and has
a relatively short life span, the potential for soil erosion in areas where it is dominant
continues to be very high.  It is toxic to sheep and can be competitive with small grain
crops.  Bur buttercup seed heads are irritating to hands, knees, or bare feet and the
seed and seed heads are also commonly known by their annoying habit of sticking to
shoe laces, pants cuffs, etc. with tiny Velcro-like spines.66,76

vi. White top, hoary cress (Cardaria draba)

White top forms dense patches that can completely dominate sites, restricting the
growth of other species and degrading pastures. The species is not toxic to livestock but
is only grazed in the absence of more desirable species.64  White top had been mainly
confined to riparian or seasonally wet areas for much of the time since its arrival in the
county around 1930.  However, white top has spread and is continuing to advance into
many of the rangelands of Baker and Malheur Counties including the lower Owyhee
subbasin. Whitetop spreads by seed and vegetatively under the soil and is very
competitive with native vegetation on disturbed or alkaline sites.66,76

vii.  Perennial pepperweed  (Lepidium latifolium)

Perennial pepperweed establishes and colonizes rapidly. It degrades riparian
areas and nesting habitat for wildlife.  It displaces desirable species in natural areas and
hay meadows.  It lowers digestibility and protein content of hay and inhibits grazing.  It
can grow in a large variety of habitats but grows best along streams and in other wet
areas such as ditches, roadsides, and marshes.  Perennial pepperweed had been
mainly confined to riparian or seasonally wet areas in the lower Owyhee subbasin after
its arrival about 1930.  However, perennial pepperweed is appearing in some very
remote seasonal streams and springs including the Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern.  Perennial pepperweed spreads through root fragmentation.  The Vale BLM
has been working to limit this expansion, concentrating on the various roadside
outbreaks.57,66,76

viii.  Scotch thistle (Onopordum acanthium )

Scotch thistle is a wasteland weed that generally inhabits moist sites or
drainages in dry locations. Scotch thistle can be found along roadsides, waste land
areas, and lower range slopes, where there is more moisture than in surrounding range.
Scotch thistle also invades grasslands and sagebrush communities, especially where
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there is disturbed soil.  If not controlled, it presses into farmland or forms dense
canopies in any area overgrazed or not under intense cultivation.  It is a major issue in
rangeland management.  There are considerable Scotch thistle infestations in Malheur
County.  The infestations are greatest near the Snake River drainage.7,62,76 

ix. Halogeton (Halogeton glomeratus)

Halogeton is poisonous to cattle and sheep.  The toxic substance is found in both
fresh and dry plants.  Halogeton is not highly competitive in vigorous range conditions,
but thrives in disturbed sites or sites limited by alkaline soils.  It produces two types of
seeds: one has wings to blow in the wind and can germinate within one year and the
other type can lie dormant for several years.  Late in its growth stage it can break off
and tumble across the landscape, spreading seeds as it rolls.52,76

Halogeton has gained a foothold along many of the roads in the lower Owyhee
subbasin.  From these sites it is expanding into neighboring rangelands since much of
the lower Owyhee subbasin has alkaline soils.

x. Buffalobur (Solanum rostratum)

Buffalobur is not very competitive and survives in disturbed, dry areas.  A native
of the Great Plains, buffalobur is drought tolerant and grows most frequently on
disturbed, sandy soils.  The burs may cause damage and considerable loss in wool and
fiber value for sheep and goats.47,76

xi. Bull thistle (Cirsium vulgare)

Bull thistle is a biennial found in waste lands, along road sides, in fields and
pastures, and many other places where there is disturbed soil.  It takes the place of
forbs and grasses and if not controlled, presses into farmland.  The seeds develop on
top of the flowers, with fluffy white tops which can be picked up by the wind and spread
all over, infesting more places with this noxious weed.  Horses consider the flowers to
be a delicacy because the heads are filled with sugary nectar.48,76

xii. Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense)

Canada thistle invades crop fields, pastures, rangeland, riparian areas, roadsides
and waste lands. Individual plants easily grow into dense, persistent thistle patches.  A
lack of control will result in dramatic reductions in crop production in heavily infested
ground. This strong, aggressive perennial is difficult to control.  New infestations can be
spread from seeds, but are more often caused by redistribution of roots by tillage
practices.49,76

xiii. Diffuse knapweed (Centaurea diffusa)

Diffuse knapweed will form dense stands on any open ground, excluding more
desirable forage species.  It is very competitive with native range plants, growing from
taproots.  It is very aggressive, and invades roadsides, waste lands, grass lands, and
dry rangelands.  It spreads rapidly and quickly forms stands. Once established, the
necessary extensive control measures are often more expensive than the income
potential of the land. Diffuse knapweed grows under a wide range of conditions, such as
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those of riparian areas, sandy river shores, gravel banks, rock outcrops, rangelands and
roadsides.50,76 

xiv. Houndstongue (Cynoglossum officinale)

Houndstongue can be a serious problem in rangeland and pasture. The weed is
highly invasive and can significantly reduce forage. The plant produces barbed seeds,
or burrs, which allow the plant to readily adhere to hair, wool, and fur and can in turn
reduce the value of sheep wool.  In addition houndstongue contains large quantities of
alkaloids which can cause liver problems in cattle and horses.  Animals may survive six
months or longer after they have consumed a lethal amount.  Houndstongue is limited
to riparian areas in the lower Owyhee subbasin.53,76  

xv. Moth mullein (Verbasum blattaria)

Moth mullein is a sun-loving plant usually found on bare hillsides, in worn out
fields, in closely grazed pastures, along fence rows that are not overgrown, and in other
waste places. Livestock will not eat the hairy, felt-covered leaves.  It cannot stand much
competition, even by grass, but prospers on dry poor upland soils.  Moth mullein is
easily eradicated by cultivation. Moth mullein has started to appear as an invading
species in rangeland outside of Ontario, Nyssa, and New Plymouth.  It has the potential
to displace native species.20,56,76

xvi. Musk thistle (Carduus nutans )

Musk thistle is unpalatable to wildlife and livestock.  Wildlife and livestock
selective grazing on native plants leaves musk thistle, giving musk thistle a competitive
edge. The spines can harm animals and hinder their movement through infested areas.
Musk thistle may produce chemicals that handicap the growth of other plants. Musk
thistle invades fields and pastures, especially under conditions of heavy grazing.  It
spreads by seeds, taking advantage of human disturbance and is also found on ditch
banks, stream banks, roadsides, waste lands, and in grain fields.53,76

xvii. Poison hemlock (Cicuta douglasii)

Poison hemlock is a highly toxic plant and commonly infests riparian areas.  It is
considered to be one of the most poisonous plants in North America.  It has accidentally
poisoned many who have mistaken it for water-parsnip or other edible plants such as
celery, parsley, and sweet anise.  Several deaths of livestock and humans are attributed
each year to poison hemlock.  Poison hemlock can be found in marshes, wet meadows
and pastures, along stream banks and on roadsides.  In the lower Owyhee subbasin it
is primarily along the Owyhee River and the banks of Owyhee Reservoir.58,66,76

xviii. Purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria)

Purple loosestrife is a vigorous noxious weed that crowds out marsh vegetation
required by wildlife for food and shelter. It can eventually destroy marshes and choke
waterways.  Decreased waterfowl and songbird production has been well documented
in heavily infested marshes.  Purple loosestrife is an escaped former ornamental
species and can be found along wetlands, stream banks, or farm ponds.  One plant can
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produce 300,000 seeds a year, as well as being able to reproduce by offshoots and
cuttings.59,76 

xix. Russian knapweed (Acroptilon repens)

Russian knapweed can grow aggressively, eliminating most native plants.  After
invading rangelands or fields, it forms dense stands, spreading by rhizomes, horizontal
plant stems with shoots above and roots below the ground, or by seed.  Once
established, it can overrun native grasslands as well as irrigated crops.  It is bitter and
not palatable to livestock.  Its aggressive and deep spreading root system make it very
difficult to control and it is drought tolerant.61,76

xx.  Spotted knapweed (Centaurea maculosa)

Spotted knapweed is one of the most dominant weed species in the western
United States. It has seriously degraded millions of acres of prime range and native
habitat throughout the northern Rocky Mountain states.  It will form dense stands on any
open ground, excluding more desirable forage species and native plants. On heavily
infested range, the necessary control measures to recover the land are often more
expensive than the income potential derived from grazing.  It establishes on disturbed
soil and is competitive for soil moisture and nutrients.  Spotted knapweed plants can
produce up to 1,000 seeds.  Control success is hampered by seed longevity.  It is still
very limited in the lower Owyhee subbasin.63,66,76 

xxi. Yellow starthistle (Centaurea solstitialis)

Yellow starthistle is an aggressive, adaptable weed that inhibits the growth of
desirable plants in pasture, rangeland, and wasteland.  It will grow wherever cheatgrass
grows, in addition to growing in canyon grasslands, rangelands, pastures, edges of
cropland, roadsides, and disturbed areas. This plant may become a problem in ground
where the grass stand is weak. Many large rangeland sites have become dominated by
yellow starthistle.  It will grow in any type of soil and intermountain environment.  Yellow
starthistle is toxic to horses causing “chewing disease”, equine spongiform
encephalopathy, if they eat it.65,76  

5. Cheatgrass, downy brome (Bromus tectorum)

Cheatgrass is considered as a desirable forage grass in many places and a
valuable forage resource. It provides a substantial amount of forage for many livestock
operations and some of the earliest green feed available to deer on some winter
ranges.67,82  Other rangeland scientists and ranchers consider it an undesirable exotic or
noxious weed.,11,17,39

Cheatgrass is vigorous, short lived, and widely distributed.  Cheatgrass does
provide forage, but can form dominate stands following repeated fire events.  It grows
rapidly and competes with and replaces native grasses.  It is a widely adapted plant and
has spread throughout the lower Owyhee subbasin.66,76

a. Why it spread

Uncontrolled livestock grazing had depleted and permanently altered vegetative
composition of rangelands as early as the turn of the century.  Although an exotic
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species, cheatgrass was well adapted to the climate and soils in much of Idaho,
Nevada, Oregon, and Utah.  Cheatgrass filled the void left vacant by the reduction of
native herbaceous vegetation by legacy livestock grazing.39,67,80 

b. Competitive advantage

Cheatgrass competes strongly with native grasses and seeded crested
wheatgrass.  It not only is a prolific seed producer, but the seed is highly viable.  The
seed is capable of germinating in either the spring or autumn, giving it a competitive
advantage over native plants.  Viable cheatgrass seeds can survive in the soil for up to
five years, enabling cheatgrass to survive periodic drought.39,67

Cheatgrass germinates early in the season or in the fall and overwinters.  It
grows rapidly following emergence. It has rapid and extensive root penetration into the
soil and extensive root development.  Cheatgrass has been shown to reduce the growth
of seedlings of bluebunch wheatgrass and crested wheatgrass.  By extending its roots
during the winter, it gains control of a site before bluebunch wheatgrass seedlings
become established.  Cheatgrass is capable of producing twice as many roots as
bluebunch wheatgrass during the first 45 days of growth. Its roots also move down into
the soil faster than those of bluebunch wheatgrass.39,67,106,107,108  

Cheatgrass has a short growth period relative to native plants.  It can out
compete native plants for water and nutrients in the early spring since it is actively
growing when many natives are initiating growth.  It matures four to six weeks earlier
than bluebunch wheatgrass and utilizes the limited moisture supply prior to use by
bluebunch. Cheatgrass is tolerant of grazing and increases with frequent fire.39,67

c. Fire danger

Cheatgrass ranges burn frequently.  Wildfire return intervals are now less than
five years on some rangelands heavily infested with cheatgrass.  The short growth
period of cheatgrass relative to native plants increases the likelihood that wildfires will
start and spread.  Cheatgrass becomes flammable four to six weeks earlier and remains
highly flammable for one to two months later than native perennials.  Cheatgrass is
usually dry by mid-July when perennial plants may contain 65% moisture.  Standing
dead cheatgrass and litter are extremely flammable resulting in shorter wildfire return
intervals.  As cheatgrass ranges burn frequently, there is a limited availability of native
plants so that natural reseeding of the site doesn't occur.11,39,67

As fire cycles increase, cheatgrass abundance increases until the rangeland is
essentially a cheatgrass range.  Some federal land managers call this a "locked in"
range. The name "locked in" refers to the never ending cycle of fire with more
cheatgrass filling in the interspaces until perennial plants such as Wyoming sagebrush
and bluebunch wheatgrass become replaced.39  

d. Removal of livestock

Some cheatgrass communities have maintained a steady state that would not
return to native vegetation after livestock removal.  Some researchers have speculated
that the removal of livestock from rangeland could increase the rate of conversion of the
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range to cheatgrass because of the increased fuel accumulations which would result in
more frequent wildfires.67

e. Other considerations

Cheatgrass normally provides adequate cover for watershed protection.
Cheatgrass litter effectively reduces raindrop energy and promotes infiltration. However
in drought years and after a wildfire this protection is reduced and the potential for
erosion is increased.67

Forage quality and digestibility also affect cheatgrass use by livestock. The
period that cheatgrass is palatable and nutritious for herbivore consumption is
considerably shorter than for most native herbaceous plants. Forage quality declines as
cheatgrass matures, therefore early spring to early summer grazing provides the
greatest nutritional benefits to livestock.67

f.  Research, solutions, and unknowns

i. Greenstrips to reduce fire danger

Strips of fire resistant vegetation, greenstrips, can be used to manage the fuels
on rangeland.  These strips are designed to slow or stop wildfires.  As early as 1946,
Platt and Jackman proposed planting fire resistant species in strips in cheatgrass
areas.68,70

Wildland fires burn differently depending on the type of vegetation, the amount of
fuel, the proximity of fuel sources to each other, the water content and the fuel volatility.
Greenstrips slow fires by separating volatile fuels and disrupting fuel continuity,
reducing the amount of accumulated burnable material, and increasing the proportion of
plants with a higher moisture content.  Fine fuels that readily ignite and carry fire are
replaced with perennial, less flammable vegetation.28,68

Reports suggest that forage kochia is a very effective greenstrip species to
decrease fire frequency by successfully competing with and decreasing cheatgrass
density.  Forage kochia has four times the moisture content of crested wheatgrass and
ten times the moisture content of cheatgrass.  Fires have burned up to a forage kochia
greenstrip and stopped because of the green biomass and sparsity of contiguous fine
fuels.  When fires burn in forage kochia the flame length and intensity are both reduced,
aiding fire fighting.28,68

There have only been a few burning trials of forage kochia and there is a lack of
published data on its fire suppressant qualities.  The most efficient greenstrip width,
best establishment practices, and potential combinations with other greenstrip species
are unknown.28

ii. Competitive native vegetation

There have been promising initial studies that show that squirreltail can invade
both cheatgrass and medusahead stands.39  Is it a more promising native plant to seed
in cheatgrass infested areas?39  
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iii. Management to increase native vegetation

A five-year research project is being conducted that will explore ways to improve
the health of sagebrush rangelands across the Great Basin in the western United
States.  The purpose of the project is to conduct research to be able to provide land
managers with improved information about sustaining and restoring sagebrush
rangelands.  The project is a collaboration among the USGS, Oregon State University,
University of Idaho, University of Reno-Nevada, Brigham Young University, US
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service, USDA Agriculture Research Service,
and BLM.1,79,88  

One of the two experiments of this project is focused on sagebrush communities
threatened by cheatgrass invasion.  Four primary land-management treatment options
will be studied including prescribed fire, mechanical thinning of shrubs and trees by
mowing, herbicide applications, and a control with no management action.  Some
sections within the treated areas will have an additional herbicide application applied to
control cheatgrass.  One objective is to discover how much native perennial bunchgrass
needs to be present to create a community that will be more resistant and resilient to
fire and weed invasion without having to conduct expensive restoration.1,88

In cheatgrass infested rangelands, could livestock grazing management
practices be used to improve the vigor and quantity of native perennial vegetation by
reducing the competition from cheatgrass.67

iv. Understanding conditions favoring and retarding cheatgrass dominance

Dominance by cheatgrass varies depending on the elevation.  At higher
elevations it is closely related to temperature.  At lower elevations it is related to soil
water.87  Can we use these relationships to anticipate which areas are most subject to
cheatgrass dominance?  

The USGS has begun an investigation of factors including climate, sources and
forms of soil nutrients, soil characteristics, underlying geology, and topologic location.3

6. Western juniper (Juniperus occidentalis)

a. Juniper expansion

Since the settlement of Euro-Americans, juniper has been spreading throughout
the Great Basin including the Owyhee uplands and the lower Owyhee subbasin (Figure
9.6).  Although the data on expansion are not specific to the lower Owyhee subbasin,
anecdotal information indicates that the trends documented in adjacent areas apply to
the subbasin.  In southwestern Owyhee County of Idaho, the area occupied by western
juniper has more than doubled from what was occupied in 1860.41

The invasion of juniper into sagebrush steppe communities over the last 120
years has been documented by various methods including determining the age of trees,
studies of juniper pollen increases, and comparisons of aerial photographs.  The
expansion of juniper in southeastern Oregon began in the late 1860s and accelerated in
the 1880s.  In the state of Oregon the estimated area of juniper forest and savanna is
over four times the acreage of 1930.2,27,40,41,87,96  
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b. Problems of juniper expansion

Juniper expansion into sagebrush communities results in many negative
consequences.  These changes result primarily from the fact that juniper hogs water. 
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i. Changes in plant community

Juniper invasion results in major changes in the plant community composition.
Increasingly abundant juniper outcompetes other native vegetation for water.  Biomass
production is significantly affected and there can be a serious loss of forage.  The
diversity of plants in the community is reduced and desirable understory vegetation can
disappear.  The amount of ground covered by herbaceous (non-woody) plants is
diminished.  The grass clumps are smaller and more widely spaced so there is an
increase in bare ground.  As juniper utilizes more of the water and nutrients at a site,
other plants lose vigor and die.2,41,42,96  

ii. Wildlife

 A change in the plants growing in an area alters the wildlife habitat and impacts
the wildlife species.  Increasing dominance by juniper results in a decline in wildlife
abundance and diversity.  Much of the food for large herbivores like mule deer,
pronghorn antelope, and elk disappears.  Fawning habitat for deer is reduced by
replacement of big sagebrush with juniper.  Some of the shrub-steppe communities
which pronghorn antelope prefer in winter and spring disappears.  The small mammal
population is affected by both decreases in food and cover.2,40,42,96

With juniper encroachment, there are fewer shrub-steppe birds.  How much the
population of a species decreases with increasing western juniper varies.  Species
which require sagebrush, including the sage grouse, are very sensitive to juniper
invasion into sagebrush communities.  Nesting habitats for birds such as the sage
grouse disappear.2,40,42,96  

iii. Changed hydrology

Juniper roots extend over a wide area and deep into the soil, depleting water
from the soil.  In addition, the juniper canopy intercepts a large amount of precipitation,
reducing the amount of moisture actually reaching the soil.  Measurements below
juniper show a reduction in precipitation of 20% near the canopy edge to 75% under the
canopy by the trunk.2,40,42,96  

The structure of the changed plant community can affect infiltration rates and
overland flow of water.  Where plant cover has changed from more evenly dispersed to
clumped plants, there is increased soil erosion.  Hillsides with juniper had runoff in a
thunderstorm with an intensity that occurs about every two years.  Similar hillsides with
no juniper only had runoff from the type of thunderstorm that occurs every 50 years.101  
With a 50-year thunderstorm, the hillside without juniper lost no sediment, but the
hillside with juniper lost 275 lb/acre of sediment.  The loss of nutrients off site in
sediment will ultimately change soil fertility and cause a reduction in community
productivity.40,41,42 

Juniper expansion may lead to the loss of stream flows.  There is ample
anecdotal evidence that streams, springs, and meadows have dried up due to increased
juniper.  Where juniper has been removed the flows have returned.  Juniper expansion
may be a substantial factor in the loss of stream function.15,42,111,112,113 
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c. Previous range

A characteristic of the location of older juniper stands is that the sites where they
are growing are mostly naturally shielded from fire. Old-growth juniper typically occupy
rock outcrops, rocky ridges, or rimrock.  Junipers could grow in fractured bedrock in
these spots .9,10,41,42,81,96  

A small minority of juniper stands are ancient with trees that are 1,000 years old
or older.  One juniper tree growing east of Bend has been determined to be 1600 years
old.  Old juniper growth is a relative term.  Younger juniper trees are between 80 and
130 years old and typically are an inverted cone shape.  Older trees have a
round-topped crown and become unsymmetrical in appearance with spreading
canopies that may be sparse.41,42,96

About 10 percent of the existing western junipers were established before the
1870s.  Stands of these older trees have long achieved a steady state.  The other 90
percent of areas occupied by juniper are still in transition.42,96

d. Reasons for juniper expansion

i. Previous fire intervals

Fire has been an important natural factor in the environment of southwestern
Idaho and southeastern Oregon for "at least several centuries preceding white
settlement."9  Native Americans also deliberately set fires to improve forage for game,
maintain or increase the yield of certain wild edible plants, or increase seed production.
In the 1820s Peter Skene Ogden noted abundant evidence of fires caused by Native
Americans.  These fires had probably been set throughout the 1700s, if not earlier, to  
add to the number of fires started naturally.  Following a fire ignited naturally or by man,
there would be a new flush of grasses and wildflowers.  Young juniper would be
killed.40,96  

Young juniper is much more severely affected by fire than older trees.  Just
scorching of the crown and stem can kill young juniper, especially seedlings and
saplings.  In some recent burns nearly all the juniper less than 50 years old was killed.
Fires were probably more frequent than this.  The plant species comprising sagebrush
communities are a product of an environment which included relatively frequent fires
and are adapted to survive periodic burning. Although big sagebrush is readily killed by
fire, the stands generally regenerate quickly from seed.  Juniper, especially young
juniper is not adapted to survive burning.  Juniper became established in areas which
fires would not completely burn.9,10,92

In big sagebrush plant communities with Idaho fescue the fire return intervals
typically ranged between 10 and 25 years.  Large fires occurred about every 40 years.
However, in the more arid areas with big sagebrush, fire return intervals could range up
to 50 to 100 years.  In Eastern Oregon large fires in sagebrush-steppe communities
were preceded by at least one year with above-average precipitation.  A series of wet
years would allow greater quantities of fuels to accumulate and carry fire.  When fire
return intervals become greater than 70 years, the probability that juniper will establish
and successfully mature greatly increases.9,41,42 
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ii. Juniper encroachment

Invasion of juniper and its phenomenal expansion is attributed to the reduced
occurrence of fire.  Fire return intervals now exceed 100 years and there has been a
reduced role of fire since the 1870s with a large decline in the occurrence of fires since
1910.9,41  

Livestock have grazed on the Owyhee Plateau since the late 1860s.  When
Griffiths crossed from Nevada to Ontario, Oregon in 1902, he commented that "no
open-range lowland was seen on the whole trip which had much feed upon it excepting
that consisting of the tough and persistent salt grass."23  Overgrazing by domestic
livestock reduced not only the supply of feed but also the supply of fine fuel available to
carry fire.  Fire was less effective and did not spread far.  Fire suppression did not
become a major factor in range management until after World War II.2,9,40,41,42

Overgrazing at the close of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries and fire
suppression by state and federal agencies during the last 60 years have reduced the
occurrence of fires that would have killed smaller juniper.  Juniper expansion in eastern
Oregon occurred at the same time fire return intervals increased.2,9,11,15,40,41  Most of the
lower Owyhee subbasin is part of the Owyhee Plateau where "A cause and effect
relationship between the decline in periodic fires and the initiation and rate of juniper
invasion on the Owyhee Plateau is suggested by the data."9  

e. Progression of invasion

Overgrazing is not the direct cause of juniper invasion, but indirectly affects
juniper expansion through decreasing fire frequency and intensity.  Most older trees
grew on ridges or rimrocks and juniper seedlings establish downslope from the old
juniper.  Most juniper seed is spread close to the parent plant, about 4½ feet downhill
and two feet uphill.  Seeds are apparently spread by small mammals as the seeds are
found in the droppings of cottontail rabbits and ground squirrels.  Although mule deer
will eat juniper when other food is not available, this is generally after most juniper
seeds have dropped to the ground.  Birds also spread juniper seed.  Seed buried in the
soil can germinate a number of years later.9,41,96

Seedlings establish in the protected areas under the crown of shrubs, usually big
sagebrush, possibly because this is a bird perch.  The density of seedlings is negatively
related to bare ground and positively related to the presence of shrubs and trees.  In an
unusually dry year in the Owyhee uplands, 1967, 71% of seedlings survived the first
year and 60% survived for two years.2,9,103

When juniper is first established the trees are widely scattered and the
community is dominated by sagebrush and grasses.  The understory of grasses and
shrubs begins to decline when the trees reach 45 to 50 years old.  Juniper begins to
exclude other species through moisture competition and halting juniper expansion
becomes more difficult.  Eventually juniper outcompetes other native vegetation
including smaller junipers, sagebrush, and grasses.  By the time the trees are around
100 years old the juniper has become so dominant that it is unlikely that there is enough
native understory community left to reestablish itself even if the trees are removed.2,42,96
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Much of the sagebrush-steppe in eastern Oregon with juniper trees already
growing on it is still developing into juniper stands.  Seedlings on these lands indicate
that juniper is still in an establishment stage, and that the probability juniper on these
lands will continue to increase in density is greater than for areas with a single old
juniper.2

f. What to do

Without treatment, areas of range that have been invaded will continue to decline
due to the effect of young trees already present.  The problems created by juniper
invasion can not be solved by grazing manipulation alone.  There is no reason to
believe that competition from other vegetation will either crowd out existing juniper or
prevent the establishment of new juniper plants.  In the early and middle stages of
development, juniper invasion can be successfully treated by various methods,
particularly fire.  Where native grasses, forbs, and shrubs were present in southeastern
Oregon, they increased following juniper removal and there was a good chance they
would regain dominance.9,41,42,96 

 The ability to predict the outcome of juniper removal decreases when juniper
becomes more dominant.  Several reburns might be required to destroy all the residual
seed in the soil in established juniper.  The composition of the understory prior to juniper
removal affects the chance of re-establishment of desirable species.  Instead of
reverting to native grasses and shrubs, the range can achieve a new steady state with
invasive species such as cheatgrass or medusahead and leave the site in poorer shape
than before.11,40,41,42,96  

The current juniper increase is aided considerably by human activity.  Continued
increase can affect the ecological functioning of the natural communities of juniper,
sage, and bunchgrass.  It's important to maintain functioning hydrological and nutrient
cycles and healthy understory communities to provide habitat for sage grouse and food
and shelter to a rich diversity of wildlife.

7. Invasive weed control

a. Fire

Periodic fire has been mentioned above as a means to keep juniper from
invading rangelands.  However in some areas fires have become more frequent and
severe.  Overgrazing followed by vigorous fire suppression reduced the number of fires.
Reduction in fires meant that sagebrush and juniper cover increased.  With removal of
overgrazing, fine fuels, especially cheatgrass filled the interspaces between the shrubs
allowing fires to spread.  Increases in the continuous proximity of fuels allows rapid
spread of fires.  These fires can be very destructive to existing perennial vegetation and
extremely difficult to control.  Cheatgrass may become the dominate species following
fire in some areas.  Dominance by cheatgrass then promotes frequent burns to the
detriment of existing or reestablishing shrubs and perennial grasses.14,30,92 

Fire can have a place in range management.  Another grass which is invading
large areas of the lower Owyhee subbasin is medusahead rye.  Although medusahead
rye supports frequent fire cycles, prescribed burning has shown great success in the
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management of medusahead.  Timing is critical.  Medusahead needs to be in the milk
or soft dough stage.  The fire is best set when the relative humidity is about 30% to 50%
and it will burn slowly into a light breeze.  A complete burn is necessary.  There is no
germination of medusahead seeds which are completely burnt.  Uncharred seeds may
still have 87% germination.  Under wildfire conditions only 50% of the seed is usually
destroyed.16,66

Controlled burns are also effective on yellow starthistle.  Unfortunately the proper
timing, early to mid-summer, is when the risk of escaped fires is very high.  Also the
seeds can survive three or more years in the soil and three consecutive years of
burning are needed.16

Studies show that few non-target plants respond negatively to prescribed
summer burning.  Those that do respond negatively are generally non-native species.
The most important positive impact of prescribed burning for invasive weed control is
the potential increase in native perennial grasses.  In general controlled burns increase
the plant diversity, particularly of native plants.  Most studies show that this is due to an
increase in forbs.  The amount of land covered by summer native legumes can
increase.  Although most species benefiting from burns are desirable, in some cases
invasive perennials can increase following a prescribed fire.16

Controlled fires or wildfires have some effect on diffuse knapweed if the seeds
are exposed to the direct heat from the flames of the burn.  Prescribed burns don't
control spotted knapweed, leafy spurge, or dalmatian toadflax regardless of the timing.
Saltcedar is favored by fire.  It readily resprouts from the base following fire or
mechanical damage.  In most cases, successful control of invasive perennial forbs
involves integration of other control options.16 

b. Integrated management

Noxious rangeland weeds are highly competitive and persistent and control
requires an integrated approach.  Fire, herbicides, and grazing management plans can
all be part of weed control.  An integral part of any control program is mapping where
weeds exist.14,16  

The most effective method for managing noxious weeds is to prevent their
invasion into new areas.  Possible methods to limit noxious weed encroachment include
detecting and eradicating weed introductions early, limiting weed seed dispersal,
containing neighboring weed infestations, minimizing soil disturbances, and establishing
competitive species.72,73  

Successful species have seed adapted to spread.  Wildlife and livestock can
ingest seeds which pass through unaffected and are introduced to new areas.  Timing
of livestock grazing on infested areas can minimize both the amount of seed which
matures and the amount of mature seed which is carried to other areas.  A vehicle
driven through spotted knapweed can pick up 2000 seeds and still be carrying 10% of
them 10 miles from the infestation.  Flowers picked by hikers, campers, and
recreationists can produce viable seed after they are discarded.  Seed can stick to the
coats of wildlife or livestock and to the clothing of people.72,73
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E. Fire suppression

Prescribed burns in the spring when the vegetation is not tinder dry are different
from wildfires.  The BLM actively fights most wildfires on BLM land.

The lower Owyhee subbasin is part of the Vale district of the BLM which includes
Baker, Wallowa, Union, and Umatilla Counties in addition to Malheur County.  The north
half of Malheur County is the Malheur resource area and the south half is the Jordan
resource area.  

In 2006, the Vale BLM fought 80 wild fires in Malheur County, 45 in the Malheur
resource area and 26 in the Jordan resource area.  Nine of these fires were caused by
humans and 71 were sparked by lightning.  Of the 169,283 acres burnt, only 850 acres
were destroyed due to fires caused by people.101  The number of acres burned by
wildfires in 2006 in the complete Vale district of the BLM greatly exceeded the number
burnt in any of the last ten years (Figure 9.7)

Weed infestation can be contained to existing areas to protect neighboring
uninfested rangeland.  Spraying borders of infested areas may contain the weeds
although it doesn't eliminate the infestation and is a long-term commitment to weed
control.  It also enhances the future success of eradication efforts.72,73

Eradication of existing weed species depends on using control techniques
appropriate for the site and weed species.  This includes the effectiveness of the
technique, the availability of control agents including labeled uses of herbicides, the
presence of grazing animals, and environmental considerations.  Some control
measures may need to be repeatedly applied until the weed seed bank and root
reserves are exhausted.16,72

Herbicides with short half-lives need to be available for use whenever herbicides
are part of the management program.

Re-establishment of native species can prevent reinfestation with noxious weeds.
Replanting in the lower Owyhee subbasin needs to be with species that are competitive
with cheatgrass and medusahead.

c. Special considerations

Rush skeletonweed is hard to control with herbicides because of the deep
taproots and spreading roots, and tilling it under can spread the rootstock.

Whitetop spreads by seed and vegetatively under the soil and is very competitive
with native vegetation on disturbed or alkaline sites.  It has also been found that one
time tilling of the soil will spread this noxious weed, and that it takes 3 consecutive years
of tilling to destroy the root system.

Russian knapweed can be successfully controlled with combinations of grazing
and herbicides but control programs must persist for several years.61  

There is a special fruit fly that has been introduced as a partial biological control
of spotted knapweed.  It lays its eggs on the flower heads.  Larvae eat the developing
seeds, leaving only 5-20 seeds instead of 30. 
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G. Areas of critical environmental concern and wilderness study areas.

On federal land, there are a series of wilderness study areas (WSAs) along both
sides of the Owyhee River corridor.  BLM wilderness study areas constitute 30% of the
lower Owyhee subbasin (Figure 9.9).  A number of these wilderness study areas have
been recommended as suitable for wilderness designation by the BLM (Figure 9.10).8  

F. GMA

The Vale BLM recently completed an evaluation/assessment of the Dry Creek
geographic management area (GMA).  Part of this GMA lies within the lower Owyhee
subbasin while the remainder is in the Malheur River watershed (Figure 9.8).4

Five primary characteristics of rangeland health were evaluated: upland
watershed function; riparian/wetland areas watershed function; ecological processes;
water quality; and native, threatened and endangered, and locally important species.
The criteria for considering each of these items, other than water quality, states that
they be "appropriate to soil, climate, and landform."4  The manual for interpreting
indicators of rangeland health states that the approach "requires a good understanding
of . . . soils for each of the sites to which it is applied."69  As one of the few remaining
areas of the continental US with no soil mapping completed, there is a large gap in
knowledge which severely limits any such assessment in Malheur County. 

The manual for interpreting indicators of rangeland health also specifically states
that these assessments are to be used to provide a preliminary evaluation of the
soil/site stability, hydrologic function, and integrity of the biological community for the
ecological site.  The purpose is to help land managers identify areas that are potentially
at risk of degradation.  The approach is not to be used to identify the cause(s) of
resource problems, make grazing and other management decisions, monitor land, or
determine trend.69

Following a fire,
the cattle are removed
from that section of
range for at least two
grazing seasons to allow
the area to recuperate.8

Of the acres
burnt in 2006, 15,400
acres were reseeded,
800 acres were
scheduled for
bitterbrush plantings,
and 26 acres were to be
inventoried and treated
for weeds.  In May 2007
about 6 of these acres
had been treated.101
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Some cattlemen's groups support either the designation of these areas as wilderness or
the areas being released instead of remaining wilderness study areas.94  In addition to
the WSAs, there are designated areas of critical environmental concern (ACECs)
(Figure 9.11).8
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In February 2004, the Vale District of the BLM received a request from the
Oregon Natural Desert Association (ONDA) to amend the Southeast Oregon Resource
Management Plan to include new wilderness study areas.  Since the Department of the
Interior has instructed BLM that it can no longer establish new wilderness study areas,
ONDA requested that their proposed WSAs be reviewed as wilderness ACECs.  ONDA
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mmended 42 new wilderness ACECs totaling more than 1.3 million acres, either wholly
or partially within the Vale District.  The existing WSAs and ACECs in the lower Owyhee
subbasin section of the Dry Creek GMA, along with ONDA's recommended additions
are shown in Figure 9.12.  
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ONDA has also recommended other large areas in the lower Owyhee subbasin
be designated as wilderness ACECs.  It is of utmost importance that consideration of
any such designation by BLM be completely transparent to the public, including letting
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the public know that the recommendations are being considered, having all the data
supporting the recommendation available, having advertised open meetings for
commenting on the recommendation, and only making a decision after seriously
weighing all of the input.
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H.  Discussion

The BLM is handicapped in combating noxious weeds by courts injunctions
which do not allow for the use of newer, safer herbicides.  In 1984 the Northwest
Citizens Against Pesticides, Oregon Environmental Council, and Portland Audubon
Society sued to stop all herbicide programs on federal forest lands.  The US District
court issued an injunction prohibiting the use of all herbicides.  The BLM returned to
court in 1987 and received a partial lifting of the injunction that allowed the use of
herbicides containing dicamba (Banville), glyphosate, picloram (tordon), and 2,4-D.
Since then, the BLM has been limited to these old chemistries.  Newer chemicals are
available that are safer environmentally and have shorter half lives.5,6,45,66

The native vegetation of the lower Owyhee subbasin was greatly changed at the
end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries.  We have descriptions of what the
area was like at the time of Euro-American settlement, but we don't really know the
composition of the native species.  Following the abusive livestock grazing which ended
between the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 and World War II, the rangeland
has improved.  Vegetation cover of the landscape has increased.  The ecoregion is
recovering.  However the plant communities undoubtedly remain altered.  There has
been a public shift in the perception of the role of range.  The idea of maintaining a
sustainable long-term output of livestock products has been replaced by one of
continuing to produce livestock products while maintaining ecological functions and
multiple uses.

Major challenges continue on the rangelands of the lower Owyhee subbasin.
Large areas of the subbasin have been invaded by medusahead rye and it has become
dominant.  Areas dominated by medusahead rye are expanding at a phenomenal rate.
These areas no longer provide forage for wildlife or livestock and habitat for species
such as the sage grouse disappears.  Little is being done to stop the spread.

New noxious weeds are gaining a strong foothold in the lower Owyhee subbasin,
like tamarisk along the waterways. 

Some of the existing areas of critical environmental concern have greatly
increased noxious weed infestations that are not being controlled or eliminated.  

Grazing has been eliminated in some allotments with ACECs (Figure 12).
Special status plants that have survived until now in Leslie Gulch under grazing are
being squeezed out in the ACEC by competitive plants which were kept in check by
grazing.

Wildlife, as well as livestock, is endangered by a perception that water which is
currently stored in stock ponds could instead increase the flows into the river.  

Current knowledge should provide for continued improvement in ecological
conditions. Throughout the Great Basin ecoregion, the reintroduction of fire as a
management tool is having a very positive effect in reducing the amount of late
successional sagebrush and invasive juniper dominance that has occurred with past fire
suppression practices. Livestock management for riparian zone enhancement is in its
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infancy, but where practiced significant positive results are occurring.  However, any
management activities on public land require an extensive paper trail and public scrutiny
before implementation.81
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I. Unknowns and data gaps

There is no good mapping of current vegetative coverage in the lower Owyhee
subbasin.

1. Plant composition

a. Juniper  

Much of what is unknown about western juniper expansion impacts on
rangelands is basic science.  How does juniper expansion impact watershed function
and water resources?  How does it affect the water balance?  Does it increase surface
runoff and erosion?  Is stream flow and spring flow affected?  Does water extraction by
juniper reduce aquifer recharge and stream flow?

There has been no work on snowfall accumulation dynamics.  How does the
hydrology change if juniper is removed?

What are the nutrient dynamics of western juniper in rangelands?  How is the
expansion of juniper distributed across landscapes?  What is the interrelationship
between juniper and elk?

b. Invasive plants and noxious weeds

An integral part of any control program is first mapping where weeds exist in the
lower Owyhee subbasin.

What are the effects of conversion to invasive annuals on watershed function and
water resources?

What are the factors that make sagebrush ecosystems susceptible/resistant to
invasion by nonnative species?  What are the rates of expansion of invasive plant
species, the types of activities that increase invasion rates, and the types of ecosystems
where expansion is occurring most rapidly?  Can changes in current management
activities be used to decrease the rates of invasion? 

What are the most appropriate scales and stages of invasion of noxious weeds to
target control activities?  What are the longer-term impacts of using herbicides to control
invasive species?  What are the long term impacts of failing to use herbicide to control
invasive weeds, especially when they first appear?

c. Cheatgrass

The interaction effects between cheatgrass and crested wheatgrass are
unknown.  Cheatgrass doesn't seem to expand in areas of crested wheatgrass.
Relatively low densities of cheatgrass affect the establishment of seedlings of crested
wheatgrass.67  Native grasses generally have poorer seedling vigor than the introduced
grasses so what affect does cheatgrass have of native grass establishment?

A major problem in the management of cheatgrass infested rangelands is using
livestock grazing management practices to improve the vigor and quantity of native
perennial vegetation by reducing the competition of cheatgrass. 
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Is there an acceptable ratio of cheatgrass to native plants where the ecological
processes still function?

What treatments can restore perennial vegetation in cheatgrass infested
rangelands.  How do the treatments change depending on the degree of cheatgrass
dominance?

Experience indicates cheatgrass seed production is limited by early spring cattle
grazing.103

Does the removal of livestock accelerate conversion of rangeland to cheatgrass
because of increased fuel accumulations and more frequent wildfires?

What happens to plant communities with the removal of livestock for rangeland
dominated by cheatgrass?  From rangeland dominated by crested wheatgrass?  From
rangeland dominated by native grasses?  From rangeland dominated by sagebrush?
There are long term exclosure studies at Squaw Butte.103 

Dominance by cheatgrass varies depending on the elevation.  At higher
elevations it is closely related to temperature.  At lower elevations it is related to soil
water.87  Can we use these relationships to anticipate which areas are most subject to
cheatgrass dominance?

Do wildfires favor cheatgrass?  Could early grazing following wildfires be used to
favor native vegetation?

d. Ecosystem factors

There are currently researchers studying some of the following questions.  The
problem is then to apply the knowledge to day to day operations and decisions.

How will climate change influence water resources in sagebrush ecosystems?
How will climate change influence fire regimes and expansion of invasive species?
Tony Svejcar at Burns ARS has been studying this for a long time.109

What fire regimes are required to maintain the diverse sagebrush ecosystems?
What are the effects of fire and prescribed fire on vegetation, soils, animals and
hydrology of sagebrush ecosystems?  Rick Miller has written a number of publications.

What are the factors, abiotic and biotic, that determine the capacity of the diverse
sagebrush ecosystems to recover following disturbance or management treatments?
How can we discover and define these factors?  Tamzen Stringham has worked on
this.110

What are the habitat requirements, spatial structures of populations, and
population biology of the endemic plant and animal species?  

What are the cause and effect relationships between and uses and population
responses of species at risk?  Are threatened species actually favored by grazing?  Will
the exclusion of grazing in ACECs place them at risk by the uncontrolled growth of other
vegetation?

How will ACECs impact other species?
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How does crested wheatgrass affect native perennial vegetation?  Is there a
density of crested wheatgrass that maintains perennial vegetation?  One study showed
three crested wheatgrass plants in ten square feet maintained perennial vegetation.67

2. Methodology

Effective management of sagebrush ecosystems requires basic resource
information for developing effective management strategies.  This information needs to
be collected at appropriate scales.  GIS and local measurements can be supplemented
with remote sensing if there are ground-based observations to verify the validity of the
conclusions.  

• Methods are needed for assessing current ecological conditions and species
status across the region. Information on the current ecological status (intact, at risk,
threshold crossed) of sagebrush ecosystems and on the status of individual species is
necessary for developing strategic plans and implementing management and
restoration programs.11

• Methods are needed for monitoring the types and rates of change occurring in
sagebrush ecosystems. Information on the changes in vegetation, soils, and animals, as
well as in climate, fire regimes, and invasive species is needed for effective adaptive
management.11

• Methods/tools are needed for predicting future effects of ecosystem stressors
on sagebrush ecosystems. Predictive information is needed on the future effects of
increases in human populations, climate change, fire and invasives that can be used to
develop alternative futures and guide research and management programs.11

• Methods/tools are needed for prioritizing management activities and restoration
treatments at site, watershed and landscape scales. Prioritization requires information
not only on the ecological status of sagebrush ecosystems and individual species, but
also on the habitat and range requirements for species of concern, and the abiotic and
biotic conditions that cause threshold crossings for both plants and animals.11

• Methods/tools are needed for maintaining intact ecosystems and restoring
ecosystems at risk or that have crossed thresholds. Although many studies have been
conducted on managing and restoring sagebrush ecosystems, information/tools are still
lacking in several areas including: 1) economic analysis tools to compare the current
situation to the restored site and assess the benefits to local communities that
participate in restoration activities; 2) seed supplies and establishment methods for
native species; 3) methods for controlling invasive species while reestablishing
sagebrush communities.11

• Education programs are needed that can be used to build consensus for
implementing necessary changes in management.11 

3. Research and Management Questions 

There are numerous research and management questions that remain to be
answered.  
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“What are the consequences of doing nothing? That's just as much of a
management decision as doing something. What will the site look like in 20 years if we
don't treat it?” Managers can greatly increase their success rate by asking the right
questions: What is the goal? What is the problem? What plants or soils are on the site
now? What course of treatment will be both affordable and effective? What follow-up will
be needed?96

There is still little data on the results of prescribed burning on many important
invasive species.  The impact of prescribed burning on native vegetation has only been
studied for a few perennial grasses and legume species.  What is the seedbank
longevity of target and non-target species.  How do differences in timing, topography,
fire extent or size, community structure, fuel loads and properties, or intensity affect
native plants? 

The effectiveness of establishing green strips for controlling fire in cheatgrass
invested rangelands should be tested.

There have only been a few burning trials of forage kochia and there is a lack of
published data on its fire suppressant qualities.  The most efficient greenstrip width,
best establishment practices, and potential combinations with other greenstrip species
are unknown.28

There have been promising initial studies that show that squirreltail can invade
both cheatgrass and medusahead stands.39  Is it a more promising native plant to seed
in cheatgrass infested areas?39

We don't really know what happens to plant communities with the removal of
livestock.  Will the removal of grazing place special status plants at risk by increasing
competition?

There are no systematic allotment monitoring studies (trend, actual use,
utilization and weather).  These could be made and kept current with summaries posted
in each allotment file for use by range staff.

There could be follow up studies on the same area that was well surveyed in
1979-80 in the Owyhee Breaks to see what obvious changes have occurred.  

J. Conclusions

The use of the important resources of the rangelands of the lower Owyhee
subbasin affects all of us.  Therefore, proper use and management is vitally important.  

“Thou shalt inherit the holy earth as a faithful steward, conserving its resources
and productivity from generation to generation. Thou shalt safeguard thy fields from soil
erosion,  thy living waters from drying up, thy forests from desolation, and protect thy
hills from overgrazing by thy herds, that thy descendants may have abundance forever.
If any shall fail in this stewardship of the land thy fruitful fields shall become sterile stony
ground and wasting gullies, and thy descendants shall decrease and live in poverty or
perish from off the face of the earth”. W.C. Lowdermilk 36
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X.  Wildlife, lower Owyhee subbasin

We are all familiar with the large game animals such as elk, deer and pronghorn
that bring hunters to the lower Owyhee subbasin and surrounding region.  This
component discusses not only data on large mammals but also on birds, reptiles, and
amphibians. 

A. Historic animal populations

Early trappers in the Owyhee uplands comment upon the lack of large game.
The hired hunters accompanying trapping parties were unable to find game for days on
end. (See the at contact section of the history component of this assessment.)  The
Native American diet also suggests that large game was not abundant.  The
ethnographic record of Northern Paiute groups indicate that they depended upon many
small animals, especially rabbit, and edible plant seeds and roots.  When Omer Stewart
visited with two Northern Paiute of the Tagö-töka band the list of animal foods they
traditionally ate included porcupine, jack rabbit, cotton tail rabbit, white rabbit, kangaroo
rat, mouse, muskrat, woodrat, woodchuck, squirrel, ground squirrel, chipmunk, raccoon,
elk, bobcat, badger, beaver, mountain sheep, antelope and mule deer.64  The use of this
wide range of animal resources indicates that large game was neither plentiful nor a
reliable food.  This was not a new condition, as indicated by archaeological excavations.
The Native Americans who lived at Birch Creek, along the Owyhee river several
thousand years ago ate shellfish, fish, plant seeds and small animals, like rabbit and
marmot, in addition to deer and bighorn sheep.1,2 

B. Large mammals 

1. Pronghorn, Antilocapra americana

Pronghorn are animals frequently seen in
southeastern Oregon (Figure 10.1).  However,
historically in eastern Oregon the density of pronghorn,
also referred to as antelope, was much lower than
areas of the northern plains.  "In 1881 more than
55,000 antelope hides were reportedly shipped down
the Yellowstone River to St. Louis . . . [and] an 1885
estimate for a small portion of southwest Wyoming
was 30,000."23:4  Pronghorn were heavily hunted and
the population dropped until the 1920's when the trend
reversed with the onset of wildlife management.  By
1970 the United States population of pronghorn was
estimated to be over 400,000.23  

Pronghorn inhabit sagebrush and grass
communities and graze in areas where they can see for long distances.  Pronghorn are
not closely related to deer and have no close relatives in the old world.  They are not
related to the antelope of the African savanna.28  Deer and elk have antlers which they
shed annually.  Like cattle or bighorn sheep, pronghorn have horns.  Unlike cattle or
bighorn sheep which never shed their horns, pronghorn shed the horn sheath
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annually.17,35  Pronghorns regrow the sheaths by July, before the September rutting
season.35  Pronghorn fawns are born starting in mid-May.  Does, female pronghorn,
typically have twins.  Adults weigh between 75 and 130 pounds and stand 31-40 inches
high at their shoulder.17 

Pronghorn are the fastest land animal in North America.35,23  They move quickly
across open country and make long horizontal jumps.  They do not have the vertical
jumping ability of deer.  When pronghorn are confronted with a fence they will find a way
to go around or under it rather than jumping over it.17,23  BLM publishes information on
how to make under-fence openings for pronghorn passage on the range.82  Pronghorn
use their speed and sharp eyesight to avoid predators. 

Pronghorn prefer to eat forbs.  During the winter months when forbs are less
available, they tend to eat shrubs.27  Pronghorn are social animals and live in groups
with the main exception being when does separate from the group to give birth.  During
the year, pronghorn will use many regions.  "Late summer water shortages often restrict
distribution as waterholes dry and pronghorn utilize those that remain."35:88

In the Owyhee wildlife management unit (WMU) of the Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) (Figure 10.2), there were 2,692 pronghorn counted by air in
2006.35 

2. Mule deer, Odocoileus hemionus

Mule deer are found throughout the lower Owyhee subbasin.  Does, female deer,
start reproducing when they are a year and a half old and they typically have twin
fawns.  Fawns are born from mid-May to June.  Does can live for up to 15 years.  Male
mule deer, bucks, typically have shorter lives due to the rut and hunting.42  

Mule deer eat a wide variety of plant material.  During the winter they eat shrubs.
During the early part of the century, the grasslands were overgrazed and sagebrush
and other shrubs increased.  The increase in shrub vegetation helped the mule deer
population statewide.  "Scientific studies of the 1930s reported that between 1926 and
1933 Oregon's mule deer population ranged from 39,000 to 75,000 animals. The
estimated population in 1996 was 260,700, which was 18 percent below the established
statewide management objective of 317,400 mule deer."42

In the Owyhee WMU of the ODFW, there were 2,445 mule deer observed in
2004.32  The population objective for the Owyhee WMU is a post-winter (April)
population of 5,000 deer.85

3. Elk, Cervus elaphus nelsoni

Rocky mountain elk are found east of the Cascades and sometimes they can be
found in the lower Owyhee subbasin.  For the last several years there have generally
been no more than 100 head of elk in the subbasin.85  However, herds are migratory
and prefer to spend the summer in cool, moist meadowlands, generally in the
mountains.42  In the lower Owyhee subbasin elk tend to migrate between Mahogany
Mountain and the southwestern Idaho Owyhee front.  Elk are most commonly seen in
the winter when they are seeking forage on rangelands with shrub growth or alfalfa in
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agricultural fields.  In Oregon damage complaints due to elk ranged from 100 to 250 in
the 1990's.44  

"Although elk are now firmly established in Oregon, this has not always been the
case. Numbers were so low at the turn of the century due to market hunting for meat,
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teeth, and antlers that all hunting was prohibited from 1908-1932. Protection and
management resulted in the increase and spread of elk populations until hunting again
became possible by 1933."42 

4. Bighorn sheep, Ovis canadensis californiana

The number and extent of bighorn sheep range within the lower Owyhee
subbasin prior to white settlement is unknown.  However, the population was likely low
in comparison to deer and pronghorn because few bighorn sheep were consumed by
native inhabitants.2  

California bighorn sheep were
killed off in Oregon by 1915.  The
domesticated sheep population
transmitted diseases to bighorn sheep
and the bighorn sheep were hunted as
game.  In 1954, 20 bighorn sheep from
British Columbia were moved to Hart
Mountain.  Animals trapped at Hart
Mountain have been moved to various
Oregon locations.  In 1965, 17 bighorn
sheep were introduced to Leslie Gulch
(Figure 10.3).41  This was followed in
1987 by transplants of 15 bighorn sheep
into Painted Canyon east of the Owyhee
Reservoir and 16 bighorn sheep at Red
Butte west of the Owyhee Reservoir.  The
transplanted populations have been successful.  However in recent years there have
been concerns about the health of the populations because fewer lambs are surviving.
Since the original population of Leslie Gulch bighorn sheep was only 17 individuals,
there is concern that the population is inbreeding; there is a lack of genetic diversity.41  
The ODFW has introduced one new group of bighorn sheep from a genetically diverse
background.  In 2001, 15 bighorn were introduced to Leslie Gulch, from the Santa Rosa
Mountains in Nevada.41,85  An ongoing goal of the ODFW in 2001 was to determine how
successful this introduction of bighorn sheep was at joining the existing population and
mating.41,85 

ODFW figures from 2006 have the lower Owyhee canyon population at 170 (44
rams, 90 ewes and 36 lambs).  This is the second largest population of California
bighorn sheep in the state behind the population on the Lower John Day River.17  
Currently bighorn sheep are found in the Lower Owyhee subbasin, especially in the
area of Leslie Gulch.  Figure 10.4 shows habitat designated for bighorn sheep by the
Southeastern Oregon Resource Management Plan (SEORMP).4

Bighorn sheep are social and live in groups.  During most of the year ewes and
lambs live in one group and rams in a separate group.  These groups only meet during
the rut.  "In Oregon, the rut usually begins in October, peaks during November, and
ends by early December."41  Group size averages 9 individuals for ewe-lamb groups
and 5 individuals for ram groups.17
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Figure 10.3.  Bighorn sheep in Leslie Gulch.



"In general, bighorn
sheep prefer rugged, open
habitat that provides high
visibility of their
surroundings.  Cliffs, rimrock,
and rocky outcrops are
important habitat
components for bighorn
sheep survival.  These
habitats are particularly
important for lambing and
escape from predators.
Bighorn sheep do not
normally use tree cover to
the extent that deer or elk do,
but it is not unusual to find
them seeking shade under
conifers, juniper, or mountain
mahogany where
available."41

Bighorn sheep diet consists of
grasses, forbs and shrubs and they prefer
young plant growth.17  

Bighorn sheep use water "during
daylight hours with early morning and late
afternoon being the favored periods."17:25  
Ewe and lamb groups are observed within
1 and 1.6 kilometers (.6 to 1 mile) of water
during the summer.  Rams range further
from water sources and have been
documented as far as 4.8 kilometers (3
miles) away from water.17  

Diseases of domesticated sheep still pose a risk to bighorn sheep.  Pneumonia,
soremouth and scabies can be transmitted between them.41  Pneumonia is often fatal to
bighorn sheep.  To reduce the chance that bighorn sheep will contract diseases the
BLM has established buffer zones around bighorn sheep habitat.  Domestic sheep can
not graze within the buffer zones.  However, some studies of sheep pneumonia in Idaho
have not found a direct link between infection in domestic sheep and in bighorn sheep.86

Cougar will prey on bighorn sheep lambs.

5. Wild horses, Equis caballus

Horses entered the western United States in the 1500s from horses that escaped
Spaniard entrepreneurs and explorers.  Historically wild horses were captured and
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broken for ranching use, agricultural use, and supplying the military.  Wild horses are
also called feral horses.  They are not considered wildlife by the ODFW.

a. Protection of wild horses

The Wild Horse and Burro Act of 1971 established protection for populations
across the west.  The text of the act specifies that:

"The Secretary [of the Interior] is authorized and directed to protect
and manage wild free-roaming horses and burros as components of the
public lands, and he may designate and maintain specific ranges on public
lands as sanctuaries for their protection and preservation, . . . The
Secretary shall manage wild free-roaming horses and burros in a manner
that is designed to achieve and maintain a thriving natural ecological
balance on the public lands.  He shall consider the recommendations of
qualified scientists in the field of biology and ecology, some of whom shall
be independent of both Federal and State agencies . . . All management
activities shall be at the minimal feasible level and shall be carried out in
consultation with the wildlife agency of the State wherein such lands are
located in order to protect the natural ecological balance of all wildlife
species which inhabit such lands, particularly endangered wildlife species.
Any adjustments in forage allocations on any such lands shall take into
consideration the needs of other wildlife species which inhabit such
lands."66

In addition, this legislation specified that the biology and ecology of wild horse
populations be studied.  We have been unable to find the document specified by the
act:

"For the purpose of furthering knowledge of wild horse and burro
population dynamics and their interrelationship with wildlife, forage and
water resources, and assisting him in making his determination as to what
constitutes excess animals, the Secretary shall contract for a research
study of such animals with such individuals independent of Federal and
State government as may be recommended by the National Academy of
Sciences for having scientific expertise and special knowledge of wild
horse and burro protection, wildlife management and animal husbandry as
related to rangeland management.  The terms and outline of such
research study shall be determined by a redesign panel to be appointed
by the President of the National Academy of Sciences.  Such study shall
be completed and submitted by the Secretary to the Senate and House of
Representatives on or before January 1, 1983."66

b. Use of rangelands by wild horses

The lower Owyhee subbasin is home to wild horses.  The area east of the
Owyhee Reservoir has been home to wild horses for an extended period of time.  In the
1940s the herd reached a population of 2,400 head.  The BLM has designated an area
east of the Owyhee Reservoir as the Three Fingers Herd Management Area (HMA).
The Three Fingers HMA and the Cold Springs HMA lie within the lower Owyhee
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subbasin.  Most of the Sand Springs
HMA lies within the lower Owyhee
subbasin (Figure 10.5).6  The
Southeastern Oregon Resource
Management Plan places the Three
Fingers herd size appropriate
management level as between 75 and
150 head, the Cold Springs HMA level
as between 75 and 150 head, and the
Sand Springs management level as
between 100 and 200 head.4  

 In 1986 Ganskopp and Vavra
published their studies of wild horses in
the Owyhee Breaks, the same area as
the BLM Three Fingers HMA.6  Within
this region they observed 6 distinct
herds (Figure 10.6).  Each herd was a
group of horses that used a distinct
range.  During their two years of
observation only one band of horses
moved between herds.  The home
ranges of the 6 herds are shown in
Figure 10.6.  Each herd used a area
between 12 and 28 square kilometers
(4.6 and 10.8 square miles).  The
ranges used by wild horses did not shift
by season.  Within their home ranges,
the horses were observed using all
habitats except steep, south facing
slopes with no grasses.  The horses did
not stay significantly closer to water
during dry summer months.6  Horses
preferred forage is grasses.27  When
going to water, horses drank at the first
and last daylight.6 

Wild horses foal between March and July.  Wolfe's figures suggest that the
population structure of wild horse bands leans toward many young horses, with foals
comprising 13-19% of the horse population and one to two year olds comprising
20-27%.  In their first year, 28-70% of foals survive.81  In 1975 the Three Fingers herd
foal survival rate was 52%.81  Adult survival rate for wild horses ranges between 80 and
85% per year.  Based on mortality rates, Wolfe suggests a population starting with 200
head doubles every 10 to 18 years.81  This is more conservative than other estimates.
Ganskopp and Vavra observed a 13% annual increase in the Three Fingers herd (equal
to doubling every 6 years).6  Meanwhile, the BLM estimated increases at 18 to 25%
annually with herd doubling every 3 years.6 
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There are no natural predators of the wild
horse.  Foals are sometimes lost to cougars, but
adult horses are not attacked.81  The lack of
natural predators leaves control of horse
populations in human hands.  The BLM is
responsible for periodic horse gathers.  For each
gather they must receive approval of the
Secretary of the Interior and seek homes for the
captured horses.66

The most recent gather of the Three
Fingers herd is discussed in a 2006 document
seeking permission for a gather.6  In July 2006 the
herd was composed of 246 horses.  In addition to
reducing the herd to 75 head with the gather, the
BLM expressed plans to inject female horses left
in the herd with a two year birth control drug
before they were released.  The BLM blamed
items of concern like riparian area degradation,
heavy use of grasses, competition with bighorn
sheep for forage, and increased trampling of
Lepidium davisii (Davis's pepperweed) on the
excessive wild horse population.6  

"Colonies of Lepidium davisii
would receive an increase in
trampling as a result of the increase in wild horse numbers.  This
increased use would have negative impact on the species.  Competition
for forage between bighorn sheep and wild horses would increase as
horse numbers increased.  Riparian vegetation browsing, eroding banks
by trampling, and increased water temperatures due to lack of bank cover
and shade is primarily due to wild horse use during the hot season."6:14

For the Three Fingers HMA the allocation of AUM's is split as follows:6

 for bighorn sheep0
 for deer79
 for pronghorn12
 for wild horses1,800
 for livestock3,362

In 2006 the BLM planned to remove all the estimated 125 wild horses from the
Sand Springs HMA for two growing seasons.  After two growing seasons 100 horses
including at least twenty mares treated with the fertility control drug PZP would be
returned to the Sand Springs HMA.  The removal of the horses was said to be
necessary to support fire rehabilitation and to restore a natural ecological balance.
Vegetation and soils in riparian zones were deemed to be extremely stressed in the
summer when the horses concentrated at the few available water sources while wildfire
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had destroyed most of the available forage within reasonable traveling distance of the
herd's main water sources.84

The BLM estimated that there were 75 head of wild horses in the Cold Springs
HMA in June 2006.  The last gather in the Cold Springs HMA was conducted in July
2005.83

"The rational management of feral equid populations is hampered by a paucity of
reliable information on ecology of free ranging horses and burros."81:354

6. Bison, Bison bison

In Oregon, bison are classified as domestic livestock.85

When Euro-American explorers and settlers passed the Rocky Mountains they
noticed that there were no bison and yet the grasslands looked similar.  One of the
earliest conclusions was that the Native American populations must have hunted them
out because the Nez Perce and Shoshone cultural groups of the Columbia Plateau and
Snake River plain made yearly trips to Montana or Wyoming to hunt the bison.25,14  The
Nez Perce and Shoshone historic hunting trips were possible because they used horses
to make the journey and return with large quantities of dried bison meat.  In eastern
Washington, the Native American groups crossed the Bitterroot mountains to hunt
bison.  Prior to AD 1500, when Native Americans began using horses, there is no
evidence that these groups depended on bison hunting. 

Archaeology and ethnography provide us with a picture of where bison grazed
the grasslands west of the Rocky Mountains between 6000 and 4000 BC when the
climate was slightly moister.  From 4000 BC the population of bison declined steeply.24  
Bison were always abundant on the great plains, but not to the west of the Rocky
Mountains.  The mapping of bison kill sites over the last 10,000 years (Figure 10.7)
shows how few kill sites have been found west of the continental divide.24  There are
more sites where bison skulls have been found, however they have not been dated.87

W.F.
Schnabel records
discussions in
1889 with a
Native American
chief who was
110 years old.
He remembered
when he was a
boy the last of the
bison were killed
during a hard
winter.  This
would have been
sometime in the
late 1700s.87  In
1916, another
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chief told Vernon Bailey that his grandfather had told him about the buffalo going away,
probably around 100 years previously.  That would put the last of the bison in the region
about 1816.87  

"So far as I know, there has never been a trace of buffaloes found
west of the main range of the Rockies, except one report that I got thirty or
forty years ago from a pioneer named Jonathan Keeney.  In 1843-4 he
wintered near the sirtk [sic] of Lost River, in central Idaho, near where. . .
Mackay now stands.  He told me a bunch of thirty or forty head perished
there that winter.  Montana and Alberta were probably their greatest
headquarters".21

Occasionally bison wandered into the intermountain west.  Ethnographic
accounts discuss the rare bison in northeastern California and along the Snake River
plain.  However these animals quickly died out.  There are two limiting factors that kept
bison from inhabiting the intermountain west in any consistent manner.  Bison can not
dig through deep snow to reach forage when the snow has crusted over and will die if
no forage is exposed.  Secondly, if they survive the winter, the cows need to produce
milk for their calves in June when many of the native grasses have died back and do not
provide adequate nutrition.12  

Bison should not be considered a native species present in the lower Owyhee
subbasin at the time of Euro-American contact.

7. Cougars, Puma concolor

Cougars, also known as mountain lions, made their homes in almost every
Oregon habitat.  

"Early pioneers saw these animals as a threat, and bounties were
paid for mountain lions killed beginning in 1843.  By the 1960's mountain
lions were eliminated from much of the state, and only about 200
mountain lions remained in all of Oregon.  The Oregon legislature
repealed the state bounty system in 1961, and in 1967 changed the status
of cougars to a "game mammal" regulated by the Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife."40:1-2

The cougar population rebounded.  ODFW implemented controlled hunting
seasons to manage cougar populations.  "Since December of 1994, it has been illegal
to hunt mountain lions with dogs."40  The 2006 population estimate for cougars in
Oregon is 5,100.43  The cougar density map for Oregon, Figure 10.8, shows that
southeastern Oregon has a lower density of cougars than the forested mountains of the
state.40  ODFW currently allows hunting of cougars during 10 months of the year.  In
addition, recent laws allow landowners to kill cougars that are causing problems:

"Landowners can kill mountain lions that have killed, or are in the
act of attacking livestock.  While no permit is needed under these
circumstances, statutes require that a person killing a mountain lion report
the kill to their local ODFW office or Oregon State Police.  Landowners are
limited to their own property for damage control actions."40:3 
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Cougars are very large animals with adult females weighing between 75 and 105
pounds, and males between 130 and 170 pounds.40  Most cougar births are between
April and July following a three-month pregnancy.  Cougars use protected locations as
living sites, such as rock outcroppings.40  Cougars are solitary animals, but cubs will
stay with their mother for two years.  Most cougars hunt during the night and they prefer
large wildlife, such as deer and big horn sheep, but will kill smaller animals.
Occasionally cougars kill livestock.   

8. Coyotes, Canis latrans

Coyotes are close relatives to the domesticated dog.  Coyotes are omnivorous.
This means that they eat both meat and plants.  While they will hunt small animals like
rabbits, grouse and mice, they also eat fruits, vegetables and grasses.78  Coyotes are
also known to prey upon deer and pronghorn fawns and domesticated sheep.  Coyotes
in turn are prey for cougars and wolves.78  

Coyotes breed in January or February and have pups in April or May.  Generally
litters are 5 to 6 pups.78  

9. Bobcats, Lynx rufus

Bobcats are smaller than cougars.  An adult bobcat is 25-30 inches long with a
5-inch tail and weighs between 15 and 35 pounds.  Bobcats are most active from dusk
to dawn.  They prefer to eat small mammals and birds.88  In eastern Oregon voles,
rabbits, hares, mice, and woodrats are most frequently eaten.  However birds comprise
about 13 percent of their diet. Occasionally they eat carrion.89

Bobcats are well adapted to scrubby country and rocky or brushy arid lands.88  
There are bobcats in the lower Owyhee subbasin.89  They are generally solitary animals,
except when a female is accompanied by kittens. Bobcats generally stay within a
two-mile radius.88

“The status of the bobcat has evolved through several stages since Oregon was
first settled by immigrants.  Early pioneers saw these animals as a threat, and bounties
were paid for bobcats killed, beginning in 1843.  By the 1930s bobcats were much less
abundant and, under the pressure of constant hunting, declined through the late 1960s.
The Oregon legislature repealed the State bounty in 1961, and in 1967 changed the
status of bobcat to a "furbearer" regulated by the Oregon Department of Fish &
Wildlife.”88

10. Wolves, Canis lupus

There are wolves in the lower Owyhee subbasin.  The authors of this
assessment saw one west of the Owyhee River on the playas near Chalk Basin.
Ranchers have also reported seeing wolves.

“Wolves were not manually re-introduced into Oregon . . .  Rather, wolves are
expected to naturally disperse over the state line from Idaho into Oregon. Wolves that
enter the state will be protected by both the federal and state Endangered Species Act
and managed under ODFW’s Wolf Plan.  The goal of Oregon’s wolf plan is to ensure
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C. Hunting

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife is responsible for the management
of hunting.  The ODFW establishes the dates of the season during which people can
hunt as well as issuing hunting permits.  The number of permits issued is determined by
the animal population and management goals.  In general, male animals are hunted.
The dominant males in the wildlife population control reproductive access to females
and impregnate more than one female.  As such, fewer males than females are needed
to maintain a healthy population.  Controlled hunts of doe/fawn are used when there are
concerns about increasing population or wildlife destruction of property, primarily
agricultural damage to high value crops.

Controlled hunting of bighorn sheep rams is allowed by ODFW and the tags
issued do not exceed 15% of the ram population.34  Lower Owyhee canyon hunting in
2006 allowed for 4 hunters over the course of two separate hunt times and a total of 4
rams were taken.41  The 4 rams represented 9% of the total ram population. 

In 2006 the number of tags issued in the Owyhee unit was as follows:

28Controlled elk
NE Owyhee15      controlled
Mitchell Butte11Antlerless deer, 

660Centerfire firearms
general seasonBow huntBuck deer

Lower Owyhee4Bighorn sheep
107Centerfire firearms
83Bow huntPronghorn

Area limitationTags issuedHunt typeAnimal

Unlike game animals, predators are covered by different hunting regulations.
The cougar season is ten months long and many more tags are issued than the number
of animals that are expected to be taken.  Cougar hunting is discussed at length in the
subsequent section.  Coyotes are classified as small game and require a hunting
license.  There is open season all year and there are no bag limit restrictions.  In
addition, "a landowner or landowner agent does not need a hunting or trapping license
to take predatory animals on land they own, lease, lawfully occupy, possess, or have
charge of or dominion over."36:7

wolves’ long-term survival and conservation in Oregon while minimizing conflicts with
humans, primary land uses and other Oregon wildlife.”90

Wolves were eradicated from Oregon by the 1940s.  Concern about livestock
losses led to the establishment of the first Oregon bounty on wolves in March 1843.
The last wolf bounty was paid in 1946 and wolves were considered exterminated.  In
1974, wolves were protected as an endangered species under the federal Endangered
Species Act.90,91
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D. Cougar population and local concerns

The cougar population in southeastern Oregon has been on the rise since
hunting with dogs was outlawed in 1994 by a ballot initiative vote.  Following the change
in cougar hunting, the number of complaints related to cougars has risen.39  The
available statistics are for the state as a whole.  In 1993 there were 95 livestock related
complaints and no safety related complaints.  These numbers peaked in 1999 with 421
livestock related complaints and 556 safety related complaints in the state of Oregon.
By 2003 these numbers had fallen off to 320 livestock related complaints and 322 safety
related complaints.39  

Residents and ranchers in Malheur county are concerned with the rise in cougar
population because the animals venture closer to homes and prey more frequently upon
livestock.  Additionally cougars main prey are deer and elk.  This can lead to wildlife
populations shrinking if there are too many cougars.  The degree of cougar predation on
other "sensitive species" is unknown

 The ODFW accommodated the hunting season for cougars following 1994.
Hunter success without dogs was predicted to decrease greatly, which it did.39  In an
informal 2006 survey of hunters, most cougars were taken when hunters were out for
deer or elk, and not deliberately hunting cougar.  In 1995, cougar season was expanded
to 7 months, and by 2001, cougar season was 10 months in length.  The 2007 season
is ten months with hunting open Jan. 1 - May 31 and Aug. 1 - Dec. 31.  Additionally, in
all of eastern Oregon a second cougar tag is available.  Another attempt to deal with
increasing cougar populations is a decrease in tag prices from $50 to $10, approved by
the Oregon legislation in 1997.  Tag sales increased exponentially; over 34,000 cougar
tags were sold in 2003 (248 cougars were killed statewide in 2003).40,39  Both cougar
and additional cougar tags cost $11.50 for 2007.  Cougars can also be taken by
ranchers without tags if they are attacking livestock. 

"In 1999, the Oregon Legislature adopted legislation allowing
persons to legally take cougars posing a threat to human safety without a
permit (ORS 498.166).  In 2003, ORS 498.012 was modified to expand
allowable take of wildlife causing damage, including cougars, to also allow
take of animals posing a public health risk, or causing a public
nuisance."39:39  

The lower Owyhee subbasin is within the ODFW southeast Oregon zone for
cougar hunting (Figure 10.8).  Since 2002, the quotas for the number of cougars which
could be killed in the zone have been on the rise from 61, to 87 in 2005, and to 120 for
2007.  In 2006 the calculation of cougar deaths was expanded to include all known
cougars.  Despite the quota of 120, only 38 kills by hunters and 15 other kills were
registered in 2006 for the southeast Oregon zone.  As of March 9, 2007 there have
been 12 kills by hunters and 8 other kills.  In no year since 2002 have hunters reached
more than 60% of the quota established by the ODFW. 

The 2006 ODFW cougar management plan is a step in the direction of cougar
control as it acknowledges the urgent need to reduce cougar related complaints in
relation to both livestock and safety to pre-1994 levels, and maintain healthy
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E. Competition on rangeland

Food, preferred habitat, and
water can all be factors limiting the
use of rangelands by livestock and
wildlife.  Species compete when one of these three factors limits their ability to thrive or
reproduce.  For cattle, competition for resources can affect their condition, and hence
affect their economic value to ranchers even if they manage to reproduce.

To understand species competition, many types of data are necessary such as
animal biology, detailed habitat ecology, predation, and local environmental patterns.
Animal populations are limited by drought conditions and harsh winters.  Both drought
and winter storms are beyond human control.  Much of this information has not been
specifically developed for the lower Owyhee subbasin.

This section considers the overlapping use of forage, habitat and water on
rangelands.  Specifically it will focus on the preferences of different species.  

1. Forage

Forage quality and quantity controls the numbers of livestock and wild game that
the rangelands can support.  Rangeland forage is composed of grasses, forbs and
shrubs.  While all of the large game are herbivores, they have different dietary
preferences.  Grasses, forbs and shrubs vary in the amount of protein and fiber they
supply.  In general forbs are highest in protein and consumption of grasses requires the
animal to process a large amount of fiber to extract nutrition.  

a. Digestion

Cattle have digestive systems designed to retain forage for a long time in order to
extract the nutrients.  Their complex digestive process and chewing of their cud makes
them ruminants.  While bighorn sheep, deer and pronghorn are also ruminants, they are
smaller animals with smaller stomach and intestinal tract sizes.  These smaller animals
generally focus their foraging activities on plants with higher nutrient value. 

Horses are not ruminants, but their diet focuses primarily on grasses.

populations of other wildlife.39  The
lack of success in cougar hunting is
discouraging since the state cougar
population has risen to an estimated
5,100 cougars in 2006 from 3000 in
1994. While the 2006 ODFW plan
allows for administrative removal of
cougars in target areas, it is yet
unclear how this will affect the
population.  Cougar population and
the interaction of cougars with
livestock and people will continue to
be a concern in southeastern Oregon. 
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b. Do cattle and wild game eat the same forage?

Overlap in the ecological zones used by cattle and wild game is not sufficient to
determine or reject ideas of competition. 

Competition between species is evaluated in terms of the overlap in diets as well
as the availability of resources. McInnis and Vavra say that, "competition must be
judged on the basis of 2 criteria: (1) 2 species compete when they share a resource in
short supply, and (2) in using the resource, each species reduces the other's population
performance to levels below what these measures would be in the absence of the other
species. "27:65  To look at competition between species we must know what animals of
each species eat and how important those foods are to the animals' reproductive
capabilities.  Our knowledge is spotty at present and requires additional study.
However, diet alone can indicate if animal species do or do not compete.

McInnis and Vavra examined the diet of cattle, wildhorses and pronghorn from
fecal matter.27  They studied animals near Burns Junction from the summer of 1979
through the winter of 1981.  They found that cattle eat a diet composed primarily of
grasses (89%).  Forbs made up 4% of their diet and shrubs 7%.  The diet of wild horses
was also predominantly grasses (88%).  "Unlike horses and cattle, pronghorn
consumed mainly forbs and shrubs throughout the year.  Mean annual dietary
composition of grasses, forbs, and shrubs was 13%, 44%, and 42%, respectively."27:62  
McInnis and Vavra also looked at dietary overlap between the animals for each season.
The yearly average dietary overlap between horses and cattle was 70% (Figure 10.9).

In contrast, horse and cattle diets only
overlapped pronghorn diet 16% and 14%,
respectively (Figure 10.10).27  

Deer will graze on grass during some
seasons.  During the growing season they
prefer forbs and browse, the stems and
leaves of woody plants.32

Two limiting factors on animal
population are infant mortality and winter
starvation.  Infant mortality has many causes,
but if the nursing mothers do not get enough
protein in their diets, they cannot raise
healthy infants.  Forbs are higher in protein
than grasses.  Climatic conditions are a
factor in winter starvation as well as the
availability of winter forage.  These factors
must be understood to gauge animal
competition for forage. 

2.  Habitats preferred by animals

Use of the same vegetation or ecological zone is the most common measure of
species competition.  While this measure is often used in management and plans,6,8  the
actual use of habitat by most species is more complex.  Habitat use often varies by
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stage of post-fire
vegetation
succession and
topography.  On
the sagebrush
steppe, Holechek
found topography
to be a factor in
species
distribution.19  
Cattle preferred
slopes of less
than thirty
degrees and
mule deer
preferred more
rugged range.19  
Pronghorn prefer
habitat which

offers a wide view of their surroundings, open areas that are distinguished by a
combination of flat to rolling topography and lower vegetation.17,18  

Holechek comments favorably on the success of the Vale Project in increasing
wildlife.19  Range was managed so it was not an unbroken landscape of grasslands.
Mule deer use of the range is controlled by distance from cover as well as the presence
of browse.  Deer seldom venture more than 400 yards from cover, such as big
sagebrush.19  Additionally, deer use of rangelands has been shown to decline in areas
where open grassland covers more than 500 acres.  Holechek suggests that the best
management for mule deer can be provided with patchy burns so that the range is a
mosaic of brush and grasses or with brush control in strips.19  This is similar to the idea
of increasing edges between plant communities or succession stages to increase
animal species diversity.26

The large size and number of recent wildfires that have occurred in the lower
Owyhee subbasin has substantially reduced the amount of male deer habitat and has
correspondingly reduced deer numbers.85

3. Use of rangeland water

At waterholes, the question of competition is whether or not the use of the water
by one species chases another species away. 

The availability of year-round water sources in the lower Owyhee subbasin has
been greatly increased with the building of stock ponds, watering troughs, and guzzlers
(see the rangeland component of this assessment).  These projects have improved the
distribution of water.  Under conditions where more water has been made available, it is
very unlikely that competition for water has increased.  Many stock ponds do not fill or
go dry during drought years.
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F. Small mammals

The lower Owyhee subbasin is home to many small mammals.  The only
scientific information for these mammals comes from lists or maps indicating that the
lower Owyhee subbasin is part of the species' range.  Many small mammals, such as
badger, mice, rabbits, bats, shrews and voles, live in sagebrush steppe environments.
These species have not been studied within the subbasin.  None are known to be
threatened or endangered.  The few that have been mentioned in literature are
discussed below. 

The American beaver (Castor canadensis) is the only small mammal listed by the
Northwest Habitat Institute as a focal species within the Owyhee basin.29  Beaver live
along perennial streams where the streams pass over flat ground.  

The pygmy rabbit (Brachylagus idahoensis) lives in areas where there are dense
clumps of big sagebrush and loose soil.11  The sagebrush provides cover and the rabbit
digs its burrows in the soil.11  The BLM lists the pygmy rabbit as a sensitive species.
Roberts surveyed a portion of the Snake River plain in Idaho from a vehicle and found
nine active rabbit burrow systems.57  Based on the loss of big sagebrush habitat to
farming, Roberts concludes that the pygmy rabbit population is decreasing.57  In other
areas of Idaho, such as Lemhi and Custer counties there are many active burrows
(more than 100 reported in a single survey).57  Documentation of current or past
populations of pygmy rabbit in the lower Owyhee subbasin were not found.

The preble's shrew (Sorex preblei) is found near streams in dry areas.  While
rare, its biology and the locations it lives in the intermountain west are poorly known.11 

4. Cattle grazing to improve game habitat

Cattle grazing that favors the production of forbs is beneficial to mule deer.
Holechek observed that cattle grazing favored production of arrowleaf balsam root and
western yarrow, two of mule deer's preferred forbs.  Studies of mule deer winter range
in Utah and Oregon have shown that early summer grazing by cattle or sheep can be
effective in reducing understory competition and increasing browse production.19

Vavra and Sheehy propose that controlled cattle grazing can improve winter
foraging habitat available to elk.77  Elk avoid bunch grasses with last year's dead chaff.
So, during the winter they may be forced off the range by insufficient forage as well as
by snow.  There are two ways in which cattle grazing will leave winter forage for elk.
The first is that cattle grazing removes old bunchgrass chaff so that if there are fall rains
the new forage growth will be above the chaff.  The second is by well timed early spring
grazing.  If cattle graze very early in the spring, but are removed from the pasture when
there is still enough soil moisture to allow for some bunchgrass regrowth, that regrowth
will provide elk with winter forage.  

Cattle grazing may also work well alongside pronghorn use of the range.
"Moderate cattle grazing seems complementary to pronghorns because cows,
preferring grasses, leave the forbs for the pronghorn".18:12

The suggestions of Holechek and of Vavra and Sheehy need to be tested in
controlled ranges.  Their ideas may apply to species besides mule deer and elk.
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G. Game birds

The game birds found in southeastern Oregon are blue grouse, ruffed grouse,
pheasant, chukar, valley quail, sage grouse, and partridge.  

Although the naturalists John Townsend and Thomas Nuttall recorded the
species of birds they encountered crossing through Oregon territory in 1834,67 some of
the earliest recording of species of birds in eastern Oregon was done by George Willet
during the summer of 1918.  George Willet spent most of his time around Malheur Lake,
but he also made stops between Malheur Lake and Klamath Falls.80

1. Common pheasant (Phasianus colchicus) 

A native of Asia, the common pheasant, also known as the ring-necked
pheasant, was introduced around the world as a game animal.79  They were introduced
to North America in 1913.  In 1918, pheasants were observed as common in the
meadow lands around Burns.80  In the lower Owyhee subbasin, pheasant are found
mostly near cultivated farm ground below the Owyhee Dam.  The male pheasant is
colorful while the female is a duller brown.  Pheasant are short distance fliers and prefer
to run.79  Pheasants lay eggs between April and June and the incubation period until
chicks hatch is 23-26 days.  Hunting of pheasants is often done with dogs to flush the
birds.79  Pheasants often nest in alfalfa fields and the nests are disrupted by the first
cutting of alfalfa.

2. Valley quail or California quail (Callipepla californica)

The valley quail is not a native  species to the lower Owyhee subbasin, however
it was found nearby in central Oregon.  

"Originally found from southern Oregon south to Baja California,
Mexico, the valley quail has been widely transplanted and is now found as
far north as southern British Columbia and in many areas both west and
east of the Cascades in Oregon and Washington."61:2

"California quail, also known as Valley quail, historically inhabited
only Jackson, Josephine, Klamath and Lake counties in Oregon.
However, transplants of these birds beginning in the late 1800's have
resulted in a statewide distribution.  Male and female California quail have

The Merriam's ground squirrel (Spermophilus canus) is found in arid sagebrush
and grasslands and in some agricultural areas.11  These squirrels mostly eat green
vegetation. 

Bats in Owyhee County Idaho have been studied in juniper woodlands.52  Bats
often need both places to roost during the day and moist locations, like stock ponds that
produce insects.  The sampling project only found bats where there were usable
daytime roosts.  The diversity of bats found in any one location was low, possibly due to
competition for roosting space.52 

The ODFW has investigated the distribution and number of kit fox in
southeastern Oregon, however the range where these animals have been found is to
the south of the lower Owyhee subbasin.13,22  
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different plumage, but both have a feathered plume that droops forward
and a scaled pattern to their bellies.  Males have a black throat patch
trimmed by white . . ., while the female has a mottled gray face pattern."46

"California quail occupy a wide variety of habitats, are often
associated with agricultural activities, and [are] tolerant of human
activities.  When the proper food, cover and water is available, these quail
can even be abundant in suburban areas.  Because of these factors,
California quail are the most familiar and frequently observed quail in
Oregon."46

3. Chukar (Alectoris chukar)

Chukars currently inhabit sagebrush steppe vegetation at rugged sites remote
from human habitation and farming.  In spite of being well adapted and commonly
encountered, the chukar are not a native specie.  "Birds originally introduced into North
America were probably Indian chukar . . ., which occur from eastern Afghanistan east
through northern India to western Nepal."55:13  Today the United States distribution of
chukar centers on the Great Basin.  

In 1933, chukars were first introduced into Idaho in Nez Perce County.  Between
1938 and 1942, 3,000 chukar were introduced into Idaho .  There are now 25 counties
in Idaho that have viable chukar populations.  In Oregon, the first large-scale
introduction of chukars was near the John Day River.  Between 1951 and 1955, there
were 50,000 chukars released in Oregon.  A chukar hunting season was established in
1956.55 

In Oregon and Idaho chukars lay their first eggs in March-April and the hatch
dates are throughout the summer.55  Chukars may renest if their first nest or brood is
lost.85  Estimates of brood size vary from 8 to 12 young.  Chukar habitat has been
described by major plant species, but there is little detail.  "In general, habitat use during
the summer is greatly influenced by water availability, i.e., chukars concentrate at water
sources during early morning and late evening hour."55:18

Chukar population is strongly influenced by natural climate and the availability of
food.55  A winter with thick snow cover and cold temperatures will result in population
loss.  Likewise plentiful plant growth from high precipitation will result in greater bird
populations as they have more of the food they like to eat.  Studies in Nevada showed
that chukar populations between 1951-69 oscillated with low populations correlated with
the lack of food following droughts.55  The chukars preferred food is cheatgrass, both
leaf blades and seeds. 85

4. Grey partridge (Perdix perdix) 

Grey partridge is not a native specie.  The populations of grey partridge in North
America probably come from partridge which originated in Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
and Austria and are also known as Hungarian partridge.  In the United States the
primary distribution of grey partridge is on the northern great plains.  In the western
United States, the population is mainly concentrated in agricultural valleys.55  
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"Serious efforts to introduce grey partridge in the United States
began in 1900 when 97 birds were released in the Willamette Valley,
Oregon . . . By 1914, grey partridge had been released into 23 counties in
Oregon, and by 1934 the birds were established over much of the eastern
part of Oregon . . . Grey partridge first appeared in Idaho in the early
1900s."55:14

 Grey partridge are monogamous birds.  During a single summer a pair of
partridge can lay as many as 4 nests.  The best grey partridge habitat seems to be in
areas where cereal grains dominate.55  The birds prefer cover during the summer and in
the winter are often found in fields amid stubble.55  The foods preferred by partridge are
"mostly insects in summer, seeds of wild plants in late summer and fall, [and] seeds of
crop plants in winter and early spring."55:22  Long term population trends of grey partridge
in North America are unknown.55

5. Sage grouse (Centrocercus urophasiamus)

Sage grouse are found within the lower Owyhee subbasin.  Sage grouse are
ground-nesting birds which can weigh up to seven pounds.71  They are dependent upon
sagebrush for cover and roosting locations during the spring through fall.  Many sage
grouse are migrating birds.  They winter in the southwestern United States and northern
Mexico.76  However, some sage grouse populations do not migrate and winter at lower
elevations without snow within sagebrush communities.7  Current data on population
trends and bird distribution during non-breeding periods is lacking.76,60  Sage grouse "are
not adequately sampled by existing programs such as the Christmas Bird Count or the
USGS Breeding Bird Survey."76:2  Monitoring of these aspects of sage grouse biology is
necessary to enhance regional assessments and management plans. 

Annual mating rituals, and the associated aggregation of birds, allow researchers
to observe the range and population of sage grouse.  "During the spring, males gather
at traditional breeding areas, called 'leks,' or strutting grounds, for elaborate mating
rituals.  Leks are usually open areas such as meadows, low sagebrush, or even roads
surrounded by sagebrush."63:1  Leks are generally small open areas, from 1/10th to 10
acres in size and surrounded by sagebrush.  In general, open areas surrounded by
dense vegetation are preferred as the dense vegetation can provide a refuge from
predators, such as raptors, to which the birds are exposed in the middle of a lek.7 The
distribution of known leks in the lower Owyhee subbasin can be seen in Figure 10.11.  

Sage grouse hens have nest sizes averaging between 6 and 9.5 eggs and very
rarely have a second nest during the summer.9  There are no data on juvenile mortality.
It has been estimated that 2.25 juvenile birds per female must survive until the fall to
maintain stable sage grouse populations.9  

Sage-grouse can be found in 11 states and two Canadian provinces.54  In 2004,
Schroeder et al. compiled a map for the current distribution of sage grouse on the basis
of data such as lek locations and harvest questionnaires.60  Figure 10.12 represents the
approximate distribution in the year 2000.60  
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a. Diet

Dietary overlap between cattle and sage grouse is minimal as cattle primarily
consume grasses and sage grouse consume forbs. "However, the potential for dietary
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overlap with sheep is considerably
greater."28:25  Prior to laying eggs
(March-April), sage grouse hens
sampled in Lake County, Oregon had
diets composed of 18-50% forbs by
weight, despite sagebrush, a shrub,
being the most common food type
eaten by hens.3  In other grouse
species, the richer the hen's diet,
provided by forbs, the greater
reproductive success was
demonstrated.  In Lake County a
second year of study with decreased
forb growth due to the climate was
associated with poorer reproductivity.3  
Sage grouse in the Great Basin they
eat almost only sagebrush in winter.7  It
has been suggested that the availability
of appropriate winter food may be a
greater limiting factor on sage grouse
population than summer range.65,7  The

diet for sage grouse chicks is yet again different, as they eat mainly insects for their first
month of life.  The insects provide a high protein diet.63,7 

b. Habitat

 The "ideal sage grouse habitat has a 15% to 25% sagebrush canopy cover and
good grass and forb cover,"63:2 with sagebrush between 30 and 60 centimeters in
height.7  This type of habitat has open areas where nutritious forbs can grow as well as
cover for nesting.

Simulation of habitat by Pederson et al. suggests the effects of fire and sheep
grazing on sage grouse.51  High-frequency and large fires are predicted to have a
negative effect on sage grouse habitat while burning small areas on an infrequent basis
should improve habitat.51  As sheep eat forbs, it is suggested that moderate and heavy
grazing by sheep will always result in habitat competition.51    

Livestock grazing has been a concern in the conservation of sage grouse.28  
Overgrazing by livestock has the potential to decrease the quantity of vegetation,
decrease perennial ground cover, or destabilize soils so there is greater erosion of
topsoil.28  These situations can degrade the sage grouse habitat, but at the same time
the effects of overgrazing are detrimental to longterm ranching operations.  Another
conservation concern is that cattle grazing removes understory protection provided by
grasses and increases the quantity of sagebrush on the ranges.9  However,
experimentation has not linked grazing practices to sage grouse population levels.9
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c. Historic sage grouse range and population

Encounters with sage grouse on the northern great plains were noted by both
Meriweather Lewis in 1805 and William Clark in 1806.60  However, sage grouse were
not encountered in great numbers.53,49  From this early historic time period there are no
good records for the distribution of sagebrush, however Schroeder et al. have produced
a map of potentially appropriate pre-Euro-American settlement habitat for sage grouse
(Figure 10.13).60  The existence of appropriate habitat for sage grouse is not equivalent
to a large population; in fact many of the early explorers report near starvation
conditions due to lack of game (see the at contact section of the history component of
this assessment).53,49  The construction of the historic habitat map was based on
recorded sightings of sage grouse during settlement and the locations where museum
specimens were collected.  Records from the 1840s on, during early settlement and
ranching operations, place the distribution of sage grouse both in the Great Basin and
on the great plains from the far western portions of North Dakota and South Dakota
through eastern to central Montana and Wyoming.60  During the same time period it was
remarked that sage grouse primarily ate sagebrush.  Many of the collections of museum
specimens were made in the late 1800s and early 1900s.60

d. History of ranching and sage grouse

Between 1860 and 1880 the western rangelands of the United States were fully
stocked with cattle and sheep.  "Livestock grazing on the sagebrush steppe set in
motion significant habitat changes that initially favored sage grouse and mule deer."49  
During this time period large populations of sage grouse were noted.53  The heavy
grazing of livestock depleted the supply of perennial grasses on the range and was
beneficial to the growth of shrubby vegetation. These human induced changes to
western rangeland along with the suppression of coyote and cougar populations would
have had beneficial effects on the sage grouse population.49  

There is no evidence that current livestock grazing practices have been
associated with the declines in sage grouse population documented over the last forty
years.  "To the contrary, studies on the Sheldon National Wildlife refuge showed
summer sage grouse broods preferred the forage on moderate to heavily grazed
meadows more than on ungrazed meadows."49  As grazing on federally managed land
has diminished over the last half of a century and predator populations have increased,
it is clear that sage grouse populations are not regulated by grazing alone.49  The role of
predator species and disease in sage grouse population trends requires much greater
attention.

e. Current sage grouse range and population

Current projections of sage grouse population, and many other species, take as
a fact that before European settlement the western rangelands were abundant in wild
game.  All potential habitat is assumed to have been populated.

From Schroeder et al.'s projected historic range, they examine changes in sage
grouse range.  "We estimated the area of current occupation of Greater Sage-Grouse to
be 668,412 km2 [256,938 mi2], . . . or approximately 56% of the presettlement
distribution of potential habitat"60:369 (emphasis added).  The areas of the intermountain
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west which have experienced the greatest changes in sage grouse distribution are
northeastern Oregon, eastern Washington and southern British Columbia.  Populations
are also absent from northwestern Utah, and along the Snake River plain there are no
sage grouse, despite it being a portion of the projected pre-Euro-American range.60  

The USGS reports that, "populations of greater sage-grouse have declined by
33% from their long-term average population size and have been lost from much of their
historic range."76:1  The ODFW uses lek counts to measure population trends.  In Idaho,
populations have declined about 40% from the long term average since monitoring
began in the 1960s.64 

In Oregon, the state harvest of sage grouse during the hunting season exceeded
10,000 animals in 1952, 1953, 1958, 1959 , and 1962.59  Since 1979, controlled hunting
has harvested less than 500 birds per year.  In 2002, the ODFW estimated that the
minimum sage grouse population in Oregon is 20,000 birds.59  Game bird harvest and
population data are not broken down by region of the state.  

Since 1990 the Vale district BLM has reported over 250 leks and monitored the
number of males using some of these leks.58  However, we do not know if the average
number of males using a lek reflects actual trends in sage grouse populations.
Population trends for Oregon sage-grouse are only available for the entire state.10,59

Crows, ravens, fox and coyote all prey on sage grouse.86

There is no documentation of pre-Euro-American sage grouse populations or
distributions for the lower Owyhee subbasin.  Therefore changes in population and
distribution can only be assessed in comparison to recent data.

f. Sage grouse protection

The sage grouse are not listed on the federal threatened and endangered
species list.  The sage grouse are not listed on the Oregon endangered species list.

Efforts to list the sage grouse as an endangered species have been predicated
on the assumption that the 'eastern' and 'western' birds belong to different populations.
While the sage grouse have sometimes been separated into eastern and western
subspecies, there is no genetic evidence indicating that they are different.71  Petitions to
list both 'subspecies' under the threatened and endangered species act failed as the US
Fish and Wildlife Service failed to find sufficient evidence that the populations are
different.  In the one response the service writes, the "petition to list 'eastern'
sage-grouse as endangered failed to show these grouse are either a subspecies or a
distinct population segment from other sage-grouse populations."71  The service denied
the request to list 'western' sage grouse in February 2003 and to list 'eastern' sage
grouse in January 2004.71  

Subsequent to failure to list either 'subpopulation' of sage grouse on the
threatened and endangered species list, a petition was filed for the listing of greater
sage grouse.  In an April 15, 2004 News Release, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
found that further review of the status of the greater sage grouse was warranted.72  
Review of the status of a species is not equivalent to listing a species, rather this sets
off a 12 month investigation into the status of the species so that the service can make
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H. Game bird hunting

The ODFW sells an upland game bird validation.  This validation permits hunting
of  Oregon blue grouse, ruffed grouse, pheasant, chukar, valley quail, sage grouse, and
Hungarian partridge.  Sage grouse hunting requires a separate permit.  For the Owyhee
unit in 2006 there were 100 sage grouse permits.37  

I. Raptors

Within the lower Owyhee subbasin there are various hawks, golden eagles, bald
eagles, prairie falcons, and possibly peregrine falcons.  

Pagel carried out an analysis of cliffs in 2001 for potential nesting sites for
peregrine falcons.  While he was not searching for active nests, he believes two pairs
may be nesting in the Vale BLM district.50

J. Threatened and endangered species

Threatened and endangered species are protected by both federal and state law.
Information on the statutes is important as they are the last-ditch efforts in wildlife
conservation, if land management is unsuccessful. 

1. Federal protection

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 designated preservation for animals and
plants “identified as in danger of extinction, or likely to become so within the foreseeable
future“.69  In the lower Owyhee subbasin, the only native animal species listed as
threatened or endangered is the bald eagle.  The bald eagle is listed as threatened.
California bighorn sheep is a candidate species, but is not yet listed.  The threatened
designation “means any species which is likely to become an endangered species
within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range”.69 

The endangered species list specifically focuses on the California populations of
bighorn sheep.  It specifies that the subspecies, the Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep
population is listed as endangered, and that its only range is California.76  

The Oregon bighorn sheep are also excluded from state listings.45  As such,
hunting of the Oregon population of bighorn sheep is legal.  

In 1999 the bald eagle was proposed for removal from the list of threatened
species.73  No ruling has yet been made as to whether the bald eagle will be removed or
will remain on the threatened species list.73  The range of the bald eagle within the lower
Owyhee subbasin is along the Owyhee River as the main component of eagle diet is
fish.11

2. State protection

The Oregon Legislature enacted the Oregon Endangered Species Act (ESA) in
1987 and amended it in 1995 through House Bill 2120.31  In March 2007, the only
species of the lower Owyhee subbasin included on the list was the bald eagle.45

an informed decision about whether or not the species should be listed.  The greater
sage grouse was not granted listing status in January of 2005.70
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The Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission is responsible for this list:  

"The Commission must . . . conclude that the natural reproductive
potential of the species is in danger of failure due to limited population
numbers, disease, predation, or human caused factors.  In addition, the
Commission is required to determine that at least one of the following
exists:

• that most populations are undergoing imminent or active
deterioration of their range or primary habitat;

• that overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or
educational purposes is occurring or is likely to occur, or

• that existing state or federal programs or regulations are
inadequate to protect the species or its habitat.

"To the extent possible, the Commission must assess the relative
impact of human actions on the species' decline.  The Commission may
choose not to list a species that otherwise meets the above criteria for a
number of reasons.  These reasons include: the species is secure outside
of Oregon; the species is listed, or under consideration for federal ESA
listing; and the species is not of cultural, scientific or commercial
significance to the people of Oregon. 

"The Commission may remove a species from the list if it no longer
satisfies these criteria.  The Commission is required to consult with
affected state and federal agencies, cities and counties, Indian tribes, the
Oregon Natural Heritage Advisory Council, other states, and interested
persons when making its determinations.  Listings and de-listings are
rulemaking actions which must take place in a public forum, with
opportunity for the public to comment."31:3

K. GAP Analysis Program, USGS

"The goal of the GAP Analysis Program is to keep common species
common by identifying those species and plant communities that are not
adequately represented in existing conservation lands.  Common species
are those not currently threatened with extinction.  By identifying their
habitats, GAP Analysis gives land managers and policy makers the
information they need to make better-informed decisions when identifying
priority areas for conservation."75

 The GAP program is based on working with a GIS database to describe land
cover type, distribution on vertebrate species, and land ownership.48  The creation of a
database of this sort is dependent upon use of existing scientific data and research.
"Individual distribution of 457 vertebrate species were predicted using habitat
association."48:iv  Vegetation types were classified into 30 wildlife habitats in the first
version of mapping and 31 wildlife habitats in the second.  This modeling was used to
produce the maps for the Atlas of Oregon Wildlife.48  
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L. Reptiles and amphibians

Amphibians live close to moist environments.  What distinguishes an amphibian
from a reptile is that amphibians spend one stage of their life underwater breathing
through gills.  Both frogs and toads which were once tadpoles are amphibians.  Their
reliance on wet environments means that within the lower Owyhee subbasin the
greatest diversity of amphibian species can be expected below the Owyhee dam.  An
example of this distribution comes from a 1985 study that found that the "Woodhouse's
toad and the northern leopard frog appear to be largely restricted to the lower portions
of the Owyhee drainage in Oregon.  Woodhouse's toad was found in fairly large
numbers below the Owyhee River dam."20:29   Amphibians spend their winters in cold
climates burrowed or partially burrowed into creek or pond banks in a state of
dormancy, encystment, which is similar to hibernation. 

Common reptiles are lizards and snakes.  Reptiles are cold blooded.  During the
summer we see them sunning on rocks or the road to raise their body temperature.
During the winter most reptiles hibernate. Reptiles are much more common than
amphibians in dry areas.  

Within the lower Owyhee drainage, St. John conducted an on the ground survey
of reptiles and amphibians in 1985.20  The one known nonnative  species in the lower
Owyhee subbasin is the bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana).

1. Amphibians

Species of amphibians found in the lower Owyhee subbasin are:

Columbia spotted frog (Rana luteiventris)
Northern leopard frog (Lithobates pipiens)
Pacific treefrog (Hula regilla)
Western toad (Bufo boreas)
Spadefood toads (Scaphiopus intermontanus)
Woodhouse's toad (Bufo woodhousei)

Amphibians are found only in riparian zones.  Depending upon winter burrowing
preferences the adult frogs and toads will be found along waterways with slow moving
water and sandy or muddy shores.

a. Columbia spotted frog (Rana luteiventris)

Columbia spotted frogs "are found from Alaska and British Columbia to
Washington east of the Cascades, eastern Oregon, Idaho, the Bighorn Mountains of
Wyoming, the Mary's, Reese, and Owyhee River systems of Nevada, the Wasatch
Mountains, and the western desert of Utah."68  "The Columbia spotted frog inhabits
wetlands, ponds, and low gradient streams with permanent water.  . . . Breeding sites
generally have quiet water with muddy substrates and associated springs."5  Columbia
spotted frogs are known to occur in the lower Owyhee subbasin along Dry creek.

The GAP program database allows mapping of predicted wildlife habitats and
predicted wildlife distributions.48  However, to know what animals actually live in an area,
studies must be conducted on the ground. 
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The Columbia spotted frogs found in Owyhee County, Idaho are considered to be
part of the Great Basin population.  In 1993 the Great Basin population of the Columbia
spotted frog was placed on the candidate list for the threatened and endangered
species list by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).68,5  Genetic evidence
suggests that there are three subspecies of the frog.68  There is some evidence that frog
populations within the Great Basin are isolated and may be declining.5

In 2006, the Columbia spotted frog was proposed as a candidate for
conservation measures in Owyhee County, Idaho.68  The location for the proposed
conservation efforts is the Sam Noble Springs allotment in Owyhee County.  This action
is a proactive measure called a Candidate Conservation Agreement with Assurances;
the frogs were not placed on the federal threatened and endangered species list.
"Under a Candidate Conservation Agreement with Assurances, participating landowners
voluntarily implement conservation activities on their property to benefit species that are
proposed for listing under the Act . . . by assuring them they will not be subjected to
increased property use restrictions, beyond those identified in the agreement, if the
species is listed in the future under the Act."68  This agreement is possible before a  
species is placed on the threatened and endangered species list.  The proposed
agreement for Columbia spotted frog in Owyhee County, "is intended to reduce all
threats to the [Columbia spotted frog] that are controllable in the State of Idaho within
the project area."68  

Within the lower Owyhee subbasin the Columbia spotted frog has only been
documented along Dry Creek.  Columbia spotted frog populations along Dry creek were
initially surveyed in the late 1990s and this was followed by five years of population
monitoring.  "Results from this long term monitoring suggest that frog population levels
are correlated with precipitation; frog numbers increased in 2004 and 2005 coincident
with higher annual precipitation."5  At the moment there are no definitive management
practices for protecting frog populations.  Frogs use different areas along the creek for
breeding, feeding and hibernation.  They need slow water channels or oxbows with
muddy bottoms for breeding, stream bank vegetation for cover from predators, and
muddy spring or pond banks for hibernation.  In general Columbia spotted frogs prefer
higher elevations than most of the lower Owyhee subbasin.

"In the Dry Creek corridor, livestock grazing is the predominant land
management action, but the magnitude and nature of grazing's influence on Columbia
spotted frogs has not yet been determined."5  One of the Columbia spotted frog's major
competitors is the bull frog.  In 1985 no bullfrogs were reported above the Owyhee
Dam.20

2. Reptiles

Reptilian species which have been documented within the lower Owyhee
subbasin include:

Desert collared lizard (Crotaphytus bicinctores),  habitat: "Prefers sandy, arid
slopes with scattered large boulders."20:12
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Long-nosed leopard lizard (Gambelia wislizenii),  habitat: Often found in
grass-free areas with sandy or loose soil as "Open, grass-free areas are required for
running and foraging."20:12

Western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis),  habitat: "Shows a marked
preference for open, sunny, south-facing hillsides with many rocks for basking and
cover."20:14

Side-blotched lizard (Ute stansburiana),  habitat varies, but these are often the
most common lizard. 

Desert horned lizard (Phrynosoma platyrhinos),  No habitat data. 

Western whiptail (Cnemidophorus tigris)  habitat: "The whiptail is commonly
found in arid locations, often where the soil is sandy, with large bushes (usually
greasewood and sagebrush).  Like the leopard lizard, these lizards require open,
grass-free areas for running and foraging.  The whiptail is most commonly encountered
along dry, sandy washes where there were many bushes"20:18

Racer (Coluber constrictor),  habitat: "Racers are usually found in brushy and
grassy areas.  They particularly seem to favor situations on the edge of tangled, brushy
thickets where they can quickly retreat when threatened."20:19

Striped whipsnake (Masticophis taeniatus),  habitat: "The favored habitat of these
snakes is arid, brushy locations, usually never far from rocks."20:20

Gopher snake (Pituophis melanoleucus),  found in most habitats.

Western terrestrial garter snake (Thamnophis elegans),  habitat:  These snakes
are aquatic and generally found in riparian areas. 

Night snake (Hypsiglena torquata),  habitat: "These snakes are found in rocky
areas in arid canyon lands.  Night snakes especially seem to favor layered rimrocks and
ledges that offer crevices and talus for daytime retreats."20:25

a. Western rattlesnakes (Crotalus viridis)

Rattlesnakes are found throughout the lower Owyhee subbasin.  There are no
population data on the rattlesnake.  Rattlesnakes are found in various habitats.20  They
hibernate during the winter on rocky southern exposures, normally in large numbers.
During the summer the snakes spread out.  The rattlesnakes in the lower Owyhee
subbasin have been described as belonging to the Great Basin subspecies, Crotalus
viridis lutosus.

b. Western ground snake (Sonora semiannulata)

One of St. John's special interests was the western ground snakes.  In Oregon,
ground snakes are known to be in only four to five places in the southeastern part of the
state.  And, "because of their secretive habits, little is known of their distribution and life
history in Oregon."20  These snakes are largely subterranean and nocturnal.

"The western ground snake was recorded at two different sites,
both in the lower Owyhee drainage.  A juvenile was found in the Red Butte
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M. Insects

There is one species of bee,  Andrena winnemuccana, which is rare and has a
distribution limited to the northern Great Basin and Owyhee Uplands.62  Very little is
known about it's biology.  Andrena winnemuccana "has been collected only once, at
Owyhee Dam in Malheur County, OR".62:2  This bee is not on any threatened or
endangered species list.

N. Nonnative wildlife species

Nonnative species have been introduced to Oregon.  Some of these species are
game birds, such as pheasant and chukar.  The introduction of nonnative wildlife is of
concern when these species out-compete native species.  The ODFW estimates that at
least 96 nonnative species of fish and wildlife occur in Oregon and that 62 of these
species have established self-sustaining populations.30  The occurrence of nonnative
species which occur within the lower Owyhee subbasin has not be systematically
studied. 

O. Unknowns 

How do the forage preferences of different wildlife species affect the availability
of different types of forages at different times of year?  How does this affect competition
between wildlife species and competition of wildlife species with domestic cattle? 

To what extent do wild horses compete with bighorn sheep forage preferences in
the lower Owyhee subbasin?  

To what extent are current numbers of wild horses competing with cattle for
forage?  What are the effects of wild horse populations being maintained within the BLM
targets?

What specific ranching practices will improve rangeland forage production?  How
can cattle grazing improve forage for wildlife?  When will grazing of grasses encourage
the growth of forbs?  How can cattle grazing be used to stimulate the growth of winter

area, and five adults and two juveniles were found near Snively Hot
Springs.  The Red Butte specimen does not constitute a new record, as
other researchers and I have found many Sonora at this location in the
past.  However, the Snively Hot Springs site is a slight northward range
extension."20:29  

 "In Oregon, the ground snake seems to be confined to the arid,
upper Sonoran life zone.  Whenever I found Sonora, the habitat is a
rock-scattered slope, usually where the soil is sandy.  The plant life in
these areas is a mixture of various grasses and low, well-separated
shrubs (greasewood, hopsage, and shadscale).  The most profitable time
to search for ground snakes seems to be in the spring when there is still a
small amount of surface moisture beneath rocks.  These little snakes
especially seem to favor slopes along the edges of large washes where
there are rocks for cover and a loose, sandy-gravelly soil."20:24
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